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Problem description:

As the world becomes increasingly connected and reliant on mobile networks, it is
crucial that these networks support both critical and non-critical services. Despite
advancements in technology, current mobile networks are not robust enough to
fully support these services and ensure they function at a minimum level at all
times, even in the face of larger undesired events like natural disasters and network
failures. Ensuring service guarantees is a vital aspect of future mobile networks, but a
significant challenge that must be addressed. One technology that is key to achieving
this goal in 5G networks is network slicing, which allows operators to tailor each
logical network to the specific needs of a particular service, without compromising
the performance of other services.

While network slicing in 5G networks has great potential, there are still significant
challenges to be addressed. One of them is determining the optimal way to allocate
resources throughout the network, also called the resource allocation problem. The
high level of virtualization and software-based architecture of modern mobile networks
makes the optimization of network resources particularly difficult. To address this,
a promising algorithm called ClusPR has been developed. ClusPR uses a heuristic
approach, and provides a near-optimal solution to the resource allocation problem.

In this project, I will investigate the survivability performance of a network that
implements ClusPR. Even though ClusPR has already shown a near-optimal solution
to the problem, it is yet to be tested in adverse circumstances where large parts of
the network fails. To address this gap, I will develop a disaster model that simulates
larger network failures, and use it to assess the survivability of the network.

The results of this research will provide insights into how network slices should
be defined to ensure robust and resilient networks for various critical and non-
critical services. Additionally, the research will identify possible shortcomings and
improvements that need to be addressed in ClusPR and similar algorithms.

To accomplish these goals, I will start by modeling a realistic ISP topology of
nodes and links and deploy the ClusPR algorithm on it. Thereafter, I will create the
disaster model and apply it to the network to simulate the adverse conditions. I will
then make performance assessments of the disrupted network, deploy ClusPR again,
and assess its performance on the degraded topology. By evaluating the performance
of ClusPR in these scenarios, this project will contribute to the advancement of 5G



technologies and improve our understanding of how to build robust and resilient
networks for critical services.
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Abstract

As the world becomes increasingly dependent on the internet, more and
more services demand internet connectivity - from self-driving cars and
remote surgical operations to the integration of augmented and virtual re-
ality in our daily lives. These services require extreme performance, such
as a maximum latency of 1 millisecond and uptime of more than 99.9999%.
Meeting these requirements necessitates a revolution in network design,
wherein Network Function Virtualization (NFV) plays an integral role.
Modern mobile networks have transitioned from reliance on dedicated,
inflexible hardware to extensive softwarization and virtualization. This
thesis addresses the essential need for these networks to maintain extreme
resilience, even in the face of network failures or targeted attacks. We
employ a comprehensive framework that quantifies and evaluates network
survivability and use the findings to devise strategies that NFV networks
can implement to enhance their resilience. These strategies center around
guiding NFV network operators in prioritizing node repair after network
failures and leveraging softwarization to automatically re-optimize the
virtual layer of the network post-failure. Our findings underscore the sig-
nificant influence of network structure on resilience and introduce a novel
metric called flow centrality that outperforms traditional metrics such
as betweenness and closeness centrality in identifying critical nodes in
an NFV network. Furthermore, we demonstrate the benefits of adopting
a re-optimization strategy post-network failures and discuss the chal-
lenges of a one-size-fits-all recovery strategy for NFV networks, thereby
highlighting the complex and context-dependent nature of network sur-
vivability. This thesis contributes to enhancing the resilience of NFV
networks, investigates recovery strategies, proposes a novel metric for
node importance, and suggests directions for future research, ultimately
contributing to a more robust and secure digital infrastructure.





Sammendrag

Ettersom verden blir stadig mer avhengig av internett, krever flere og
flere tjenester internettforbindelse - alt fra selvkjørende biler og fjernki-
rurgiske operasjoner til integrasjon av utvidet og virtuell virkelighet i
vårt daglige liv. Disse tjenestene krever ekstreme ytelse, som for eksempel
maksimal latenstid på 1 millisekund og oppetid på mer enn 99,9999%.
For å møte disse kravene kreves det en revolusjon innen nettverksde-
sign, der virtualisering av nettverksfunksjoner NFV spiller en sentral
rolle. Moderne mobilnettverk har gått fra å være avhengige av dedikert
og ufleksibel maskinvare til omfattende softwarisering og virtualisering.
Denne avhandlingen adresserer det essensielle behovet for at disse nett-
verkene opprettholder ekstrem resiliens, selv i møte med nettverksfeil eller
målrettede angrep. Vi bruker et omfattende rammeverk som kvantifiserer
og evaluerer overlevelsevnene til et nettverk, og bruker funnene til å
utarbeide strategier som NFV-nettverk kan implementere for å styrke sin
resiliens. Disse strategiene fokuserer på å veilede NFV-nettverksoperatører
i å prioritere rekkefølge av nodereparasjoner etter nettverksfeil, og å ut-
nytte softwarisering for å automatisk re-optimere det virtuelle laget av
nettverket etter feil. Våre funn understreker den betydelige påvirkningen
av nettverksstruktur for resiliens, og introduserer en ny metrikk kalt
flow centrality, som overgår tradisjonelle metrikker som mellomplasse-
ringssentralitet (betweenness centrality) og nærhetssentralitet (closeness
centrality) i å identifisere kritiske noder i et NFV-nettverk. Videre de-
monstrerer vi fordelene med å ta i bruk en re-optimaliseringsstrategi etter
nettverksfeil, og diskuterer utfordringene med en "one-size-fits-allstrategi
for reparering av NFV-nettverk, og fremhever dermed den komplekse,
kontekstavhengige karakteristikken av overlevelsevnene til et nettverk.
Denne avhandlingen bidrar til å styrke NFV-nettverks resiliens, undersø-
ker ulike repareringsstrategier, foreslår en ny metrikk for nodesentralitet,
og foreslår retninger for fremtidig forskning som til slutt vil bidra til en
mer robust og sikker digital infrastruktur.
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Chapter1Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

The evolution of modern mobile networks has facilitated the creation of a wide
range of innovative services and use cases. These use cases, set to be enabled by a
fully operational 5G network, range from daily-life integration of augmented reality
to remote surgical procedures and autonomous transport systems. Each emerging
service necessitates unique performance parameters, such as low delay or latency, as
well as dependability measures such as reliability and availability. However, the full
realization of these services has yet to be realized due to the partial implementation
of critical technologies intrinsic to the 5G infrastructure, such as network slicing.

Network slicing is perceived as a fundamental enabler in satisfying the stringent
and widely diverse requirements of services within the 5G domain [3GP18]. Given
that different use cases necessitate such a heterogeneous and varied set of performance
criteria, often in conflict with each other, providing all services on a single network is
not viable. Network slicing addresses this challenge by partitioning a physical network
into smaller, logical entities known as network slices. From an operator or client
perspective, each network slice is perceived as a fully functional standalone network,
complete with all the management capabilities typically offered by a standalone
network. This mechanism allows operators to tailor their services precisely to the
requirements of a particular service without compromising the performance of other
services since each operates within its independent network slice.

Despite network slicing coming to light as far back as 2016, network operators
and research communities have yet to establish a universally accepted technical
definition. Research and development efforts continue in this arena, with numerous
methodologies still under proposal. Central to all this research is the transformative
paradigm of virtualization and softwarization of network infrastructure, offered by
NFV.

1



2 1. INTRODUCTION

NFV is an emerging technology in network architecture that transforms rigid,
physical network infrastructure into flexible, software-defined entities. This shift
towards software-focused solutions aims to reduce the cost of network operations,
enhance service delivery, and make networks more flexible and easy to scale. How-
ever, the complexity of NFV networks introduced by their dynamic and virtualized
characteristics presents unique challenges in maintaining network resilience and
survivability.

A critical aspect of NFV networks is their dependence on VNFs hosted on network
nodes. The failure of these nodes can have a profound impact on network performance,
making them a potential target for attackers. While network failures are inevitable,
swift and effective recovery is vital in maintaining a network’s operational continuity.
This is particularly significant in scenarios involving random node failures or targeted
node (cyber) attacks, necessitating effective strategies to enhance network resilience.

However, designing these strategies and determining their efficacy is not straight-
forward. They rely heavily on multiple factors such as network structure, types
of network failures, and how to prioritize node repair order, among others. The
effectiveness of a strategy might vary significantly depending on the combination of
these factors, creating a complex landscape that is challenging to navigate.

1.2 Research Objectives

The overall aim of this thesis is to investigate the impact of (random and targeted)
node failures and their recovery on network service degradation in an NFV network
context. The specific objectives are:

1. Assess the performance of NFV networks during and after an undesired event,
aiming to develop recovery strategies and heuristics to enhance network re-
silience.

2. Assess the impact of these strategies on network survivability.

3. Identify key factors that influence the resilience of NFV networks, informing
more resilient network design.

1.3 Thesis Structure

Following this introduction, the thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 presents various use cases that serve as the motivation for this study,
as well as thoroughly investigating the technical solutions that exist, and are missing,
to meet the requirements of these use cases.
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Chapter 3 describes the methodology of the research, detailing the experimental
setup, performance measures used, and the developed recovery strategies.

Chapter 4 presents and discusses the results of the experiments.

Chapter 5 discusses the implications of the findings, drawing key conclusions from
the research, exploring practical implications, and suggesting potential directions for
future work.

Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis, summarizing the main findings, the
contributions made to the field, and the potential impact of this research.

1.4 Note on Related Publication

This master thesis is part of a PhD project conducted under the umbrella of the
Norwegian Centre for Cybersecurity in Critical Sectors (NORCICS), a Centre for
Research-based Innovation (SFI) dedicated to promoting cybersecurity and resilient
digital solutions.

Simultaneously with this thesis, a paper incorporating similar methods and
results was prepared and submitted to the 13th International Workshop on Resilient
Networks Design and Modeling (RNDM 2023) [RNDM23]. The initial version of this
paper, as submitted for the first deadline of RNDM 2023, is included in Appendix A.

While both the thesis and the paper share objectives and findings, they differ
in their level of detail and format. This thesis provides a more comprehensive and
in-depth exploration of the research topic.





Chapter2Background and Literature Review

Core parts of this chapter were conducted during the Norwegian University of
Science and Technology (NTNU) pre-project course TTM4502 and supplemented
by a literature survey in the IMT4203 course at NTNU in January 2023. Therefore,
substantial elements of this chapter are also included in the literature survey, which
is available in its entirety in Appendix B.

2.1 5G for Critical Infrastructure

One of the domains expected to witness substantial innovation and novel services
owing to the advancements in modern mobile networks is CI. Previous generations of
mobile networks, such as 3G and 4G, have undergone rapid developments in terms
of data rates and capacity. However, these performance metrics alone are insufficient
for CI. The potential consequences of network failures in CI are too significant,
underscoring the necessity of including resilience as a performance requirement in
communication systems.

Rising demands from CI necessitate advanced, specialized communication sys-
tems. Historically, dedicated physical infrastructure has been used to meet these
requirements, but this strategy often results in high costs, slow deployment, and
complex management as the network expands. To tackle these challenges, the 3rd
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) formulated the 5G standard, segmenting it
into three primary markets: Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), Massive Machine
Type Communication (mMTC), and Ultra Reliable Low Latency Communication
(URLLC) [3GP18]. The eMBB segment delivers higher data rates and enhances
broadband access over a broader geographical range. In contrast, the mMTC segment
facilitates large-scale communication between devices, essential for the Internet of
Things (IoT). The URLLC segment addresses services requiring high reliability and
fast data transmission. These segments each answer to unique needs, enhancing the
flexibility of 5G in supporting a wide array of services and applications.

5



6 2. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Evolving Cyber Threats in an Increasingly Interconnected World

Today’s world is highly interconnected, with few infrastructures remaining entirely
isolated from the internet [MT19]. This ongoing trend will likely expand the potential
attack surfaces on CI [All15]. As CI increasingly incorporate data systems, their
management must recognize the inherent cyber-physical system attributes to enhance
resilience against cyber threats [BMK+21]. Addressing the security of CI calls
for international cooperation, as a single country’s CI breach could have global
repercussions. Within this scenario, 5G, and specifically URLLC, play a pivotal role
in strengthening CI and facilitating cross-border security requirements alignment
[3GP18].

The RESISTO project [ercpfciO18], funded by the EU, exemplifies efforts to
increase the resilience of telecommunications for CI in light of expanding attack
surfaces. RESISTO aims to develop comprehensive and innovative solutions for
mitigating emerging security challenges stemming from the rapid deployment and
adoption of 5G networks.

Cascading Effects: Interdependence of Critical Infrastructures

CIs are interdependent and rely on each other for proper operation. These inter-
connections extend beyond physical to logical and cyber dependencies, underscoring
the significance of system resilience. A disruption in one area can trigger cascading
effects such as error propagation or failure escalation, highlighting the importance for
5G networks to maintain high resilience levels to prevent such incidents [BMF+19].

Service Isolation

Service isolation is crucial in modern communication networks, as a compromise
in one service could impact others sharing the same channels [3GP16]. This issue
becomes particularly severe when services have varied security and performance
requirements. In the context of CI, a disruption in one service could result in a
ripple effect on others. For example, the disruption of surgical operations due to
nearby excessive network traffic. Thus, service isolation is paramount for smooth CI
operations, ensuring attacks and failures are confined to a single service.

Scaling

CI confront the challenge of scaling to meet fluctuating demand. Traditional strategies
often involve each vertical deploying separate infrastructure, a process which is both
costly and time-consuming [BBKW19]. Communication networks in CI must maintain
high levels of availability and reliability, even in the face of changing demand. This
flexibility is one of the main reasons behind the slower-than-anticipated deployment
of future automation solutions, such as self-driving cars.
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With CI moving towards more interconnected and interdependent systems, the
necessity for service isolation and scalable solutions arises. This is where 5G comes
into play, a technology designed with the versatility to meet these emerging demands.
In the following section, we will further explore the capabilities and potential of 5G
in addressing the complex needs and challenges of critical infrastructures.

2.2 5G

As discussed earlier, 3GPP aimed to address some of the key problems in traditional
networks by defining use cases that will be enabled once 5G is fully implemented.
One of these problems lies in the fact that the use cases have very diverse performance
requirements, often conflicting with each other. While some services demand perfor-
mance features such as low delay and high throughput, others need to compromise
on these to ensure high dependability. In traditional networks, where these use cases
share the same "one-size-fits-all" communication channels, satisfying such varied,
stringent, and heterogeneous requirements is not feasible. However, 5G introduces a
key concept that addresses this problem, called network slicing.

2.3 Network Slicing

The implementation of network slicing has been identified as a key enabling technology
in the pursuit of meeting the stringent and varied requirements of 5G use cases.
Network slicing allows for the creation of virtual networks, referred to as "network
slices", on top of existing physical infrastructure. Each network slice can be tailored to
meet the specific requirements of a tenant, facilitating serving both low latency slices
and high dependability slices on the same physical infrastructure. This virtualization
of network infrastructure enables multiple tenants to optimize their connectivity needs
without incurring the cost and maintenance of owning their physical infrastructure.

In the context of CI, the introduction of network slicing allows for the specification
of highly specific network requirements without compromising the demands of other
services. Before the adoption of network slicing, it was often necessary to make
trade-offs in the performance of one sector to meet the security requirements of
another [FPEM17]. With slicing, each sector can customize a dedicated network
slice to meet its own unique needs. Additionally, the logical isolation and separation
provided by network slicing enable CI to maintain strict security requirements even
when sharing physical infrastructure with less secure networks.

Although network slicing was introduced in the full set of 5G standards by 3GPP in
2018 [3GP18] as a means of dividing a physical network into smaller, logically isolated
virtual networks, research communities, and network operators have yet to arrive
at a consistent technical definition for network slices. Various methods have been
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proposed, and research in this area remains ongoing. One common understanding
of network slices originates from the one introduced in 3GPP’s 5G release. Here,
three predefined slices were detailed with specific characteristics, each serving the
requirements of the three use cases: eMBB, mMTC, and URLLC. Although there
is some overlap in the requirements for these slices, they have distinct performance
characteristics. The URLLC slice has much higher requirements for latency and
reliability such as sub 1ms end-to-end latency and 99.999% reliability [3GP21], while
the mMTC slice must support a large number of smaller devices transmitting control
information. All three slices are important for the proper functioning of the 5G
network, but URLLC and mMTC is particularly critical for the operation of CI. In
most cases, slices operating CI will need higher grades of isolation, whether it is
incorporated with an URLLC slice or an mMTC slice. This is due to the stringent
requirements for service isolation and availability that CI must adhere to, owing to
the vital societal functions they deliver.

As an example of the potential benefits of network slicing, Kurtz et al. [KBDW18]
discusses the use of communication in driving automation. Using traditional networks,
the communication required for tasks such as tracking vehicle location, speed, and
direction would not be fast or reliable enough, potentially leading to catastrophic
accidents. However, the work also shows that if the specifications [3GP18] for URLLC
slices are met, the data could be used to improve real-time road analysis, optimize
traffic flow, or even increase vehicle automation. All of these improvements are
possible while also including slices for passenger entertainment (eMBB) and smart
metering (mMTC), as long as proper slice prioritization is followed to ensure hard
service guarantees for the most critical slices. Such technological advancements could
help reduce the number of fatal accidents on the roads.

Network slicing also has the potential to address the issue of service isolation in
communication networks, as it allows for the creation of completely isolated slices
within a single network. This can prevent the interference of one slice from affecting
the operation of others, as described in Gonzalez et al. [GOH+20]. While there
are challenges to be addressed in the implementation of this concept, the ability to
achieve successful slice isolation is a major step to meeting the stringent security
requirements of CI.

One of the key advantages of 5G network slicing is its ability to quickly scale and
dynamically adapt to changes in the network, as noted in Foukas et al. [FPEM17], Li
et al. [LSC+17], and Zhang [Zha19]. By providing a shared physical infrastructure
with a virtual layer on top that can be dynamically updated in an automated
manner, network slicing can replace the need for multiple dedicated networks. This
programmable and adaptable nature is crucial for ensuring the continuous operation
of CI, even in the event of compromise or failure. The flexible nature of softwarization
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and virtualization is a key enabler for network slicing and is referred to as one of the
biggest paradigms in networking, called SDN and NFV.

Several remaining technical challenges to fully implement network slicing will
be addressed within the domains of SDN and NFV, as these are critical elements
to enable network slicing. Therefore, in this project, we will transition to exploring
the existing research gaps in this area. However, the underlying motivation of the
project remains the same; Increase knowledge and insight into using 5G and beyond
technologies to build secure, resilient, and survivable critical infrastructures to provide
critical services [NORCICS23].

2.4 Virtualized Networking

For network slicing to be effectively realized, NFV and SDN are regarded as key
enabling technologies [OAL+17; SBT+17; YBSS17]. NFV involves the virtualization
of traditional network functions such as firewalls and routers, which were previously
implemented on specialized hardware. By adopting NFV, a network function is
instantiated as software running on generalized hardware, known as a VNF. These
VNFs are flexible and can be operated independently from any location. In 2012, the
European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) released a standard for
NFV, which has been further developed through hundreds of publications [ETS12].
VNFs serve as fundamental building blocks for constructing network slices by combin-
ing them in a Service Function Chain (SFC). To equip each slice with the necessary
network functions, virtualized network function chaining is crucial. Such a chain
is programmable and can be dynamically modified and allocated throughout the
network using SDN.

A simplified example of the connection between CI, 5G slicing, VNF, SDN
is depicted in Figure 2.1. Nodes in the figure represent virtualized 5G network
components, which are mapped to physical nodes in the infrastructure (omitted from
the figure for readability). In the core network, these nodes consist of generalized
core routers where VNFs are deployed. In the Radio Access Network of 5G, these
components consist of logical units such as the Central Unit and the Distributed
Unit, as well as radio units, connecting equipment to the system [BPD+20]. VNFs
are deployed on the virtual nodes and can easily be migrated to other nodes based on
changing network demands. All VNF deployment and migration of VNFs, together
with other network management, happens in the centralized SDN controller in the
separated control plane. Lastly, we see a network slice consisting of an SFC of
various VNFs in a specific order. Communication in this slice is dedicated to a
certain URLLC service, ensuring service guarantees can be upheld even though other
network traffic is present in the same network.
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the connection between CI, 5G slicing, VNF and SDN.
The example network slice is dedicated to a CI use case, meeting its stringent

requirements.

SDN is a novel approach to networking that segregates the data plane and the
control plane [BAMH20]. The data plane is accountable for physically forwarding
traffic, while the control plane determines how traffic is routed. In SDN, the control
plane centralizes routing decisions and maintains a comprehensive view of the entire
network, simplifying the identification and response to changing demands and loads.
Combining SDN with NFV facilitates traffic routing through a network in specific
ways to satisfy diverse requirements such as bandwidth, end-to-end latency, security,
and other factors.

The benefits of NFV and SDN for CI are considerable. The programmable
nature of 5G networks empowered by NFV and SDN provide greater flexibility and
adaptability in addressing changing demands and risks. This can help guarantee the
continuous operation of CI, even in the face of disruptions to other infrastructures.

Moreover, NFV and SDN can enable more efficient use of resources and cost
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savings as they support the dynamic allocation of network resources and the capability
to scale up or down as required. This is particularly important for CI, where the
cost of downtime can be substantial.

In Kurtz et al. [KBDW18], a novel solution was proposed that builds upon ETSI’s
NFV standard and offers network slicing functionality. The solution was evaluated
on a small testbed and validated through physical testing using real-world data from
a CI communication scenario. The study demonstrated scalability and provided
evidence that network guarantees can be maintained even under conditions of partial
network overload. Hence, it is crucial to continue developing and enhancing such
solutions and testing them with real-world data from CI scenarios before deploying
them in actual networks.

Further, the ability to program and customize network slices for specific needs
can enhance the security and reliability of CI by facilitating the implementation of
more personalized security measures. For instance, in disaster recovery, traditional
methods for establishing emergency networks can be slow. By utilizing SDN and
NFV, network traffic can be swiftly rerouted, or a dedicated slice can be allocated
for communication. Research presented in Gajić, Furdek, and Heegaard [GFH20] has
explored the use of network modeling after an undesired event to potentially cover
blind spots and identify the need for redundancy in networks.

In summary, the incorporation of NFV and SDN into 5G networks are instrumental
in the successful implementation of network slicing, yielding numerous benefits for
both CI and non-critical infrastructure. Nonetheless, several research questions
remain unaddressed, particularly concerning technical solutions to fulfill the stringent
requirements of CI services. Among these issues is the complex problem of efficiently
allocating resources in this newly virtualized network layer.

2.5 Network Function Virtualization Resource Allocation

With the advent of NFV, a new level of flexibility has been introduced, allowing more
adaptive responses to rapidly changing network environments. The transition from
reliance on dedicated hardware to a more flexible virtual layer allows for efficient
repositioning of network functions. However, while this adaptability offers greater
scalability and efficiency, it also introduces increased complexity. The Network
Function Virtualization Resource Allocation (NFV-RA) problem, which concerns the
optimal deployment of VNFs to form SFCs, has been recognized as one of the major
challenges in NFV [WMRJ18].

The flexibility facilitated by network virtualization and softwarization introduces
a multitude of potential optimization objectives when designing a network. For
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example, deploying VNFs along the shortest path between a source and a destination
optimizes the delay for a given flow or slice. Applying this strategy for all source-
destination pairs or slices results in minimum delay across the network. However, this
approach requires deploying a large number of VNFs, leading to high redundancy
and low network utilization, which can hinder efficiency and scalability. By contrast,
sharing VNFs between slices could enhance network utilization, but would also
increase delay for some slices. Additionally, the design must consider objectives such
as slice isolation, link and node throughput, and execution time of network functions.
Thus, due to its complexity, the NFV-RA problem has been proven to be NP-hard.
Numerous solutions have been proposed, each of which optimizes different objectives
using heuristic or meta-heuristic algorithms [GB16].

2.5.1 Examples of NFV-RA

Wang et al. [WLW+16] introduced a solution named JoraNFV, which offers a heuristic-
based approach to balance network costs with high-quality service performance.
Simulations demonstrated near-optimal results, and the system proved to be efficient
and practical.

A comprehensive survey by Gil Herrera and Botero [GB16] revealed that none
of the existing NFV-RA frameworks adequately addressed network failure scenarios
by incorporating resilience into their optimization objectives. A more recent survey
[YLT+20] noted some attempts to fill this gap. Several studies proposed methods for
ensuring backup nodes or links in the event of failures [BBS16; FYG+15; DYL17],
while some incorporated resilience constraints such as availability in designing al-
gorithms to route and place VNFs as SFCs [BBS16; QASK17; QKA18]. However,
while these studies propose strategies based on standard metrics such as node and
link availability, they do not adequately conduct comprehensive resilience or surviv-
ability analyses on NFV networks to develop strategies specific to NFV networks’
characteristics.

2.5.2 ClusPR

In our experiments, introduced in Chapter 3, we will use ClusPR when applying
an NFV-RA framework Woldeyohannes et al. [WMRJ18]. ClusPR balances several
objectives: minimizing path stretch, evenly distributing load among NF instances,
and maximizing total network utilization. The framework has demonstrated its
capability of achieving near-optimal results for large-sized networks in reasonable
time frames.

More specifically, the main problem the framework solves is the balance between
minimizing delay in the network and maximizing network utilization. By placing
VNFs in the shortest paths for all flows in the network, all traffic would experience
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as low a delay as possible. However, this also yields low network utilization, leaving
minimal capacity for scaling the network with more services. Instead, ClusPR groups
the flows with similar shortest paths and shares VNF instances between these flows.
As a result, flows will get close to their shortest paths and receive their required
VNFs while deploying close to as few VNFs in the network as possible.

2.6 Survivability Quantification in Networks

Survivability and resilience are key concepts in systems that need to perform. Sur-
vivability refers to a system’s ability to fulfill its mission without interruption, even
in the presence of threats or failures [EFL+99; KS00; Wes04]. It often implies the
system’s capacity to withstand degradation or failures, maintain essential operational
capabilities, and recover functionality as fast as possible. On the other hand, re-
silience is a broader concept that encompasses survivability. Resilience refers to the
ability of a system to anticipate, adapt to, and rapidly recover from a potentially
disruptive event. This includes handling unexpected disruptions, adapting to new
demands, and even learning from previous disruptions to improve future performance.
While survivability focuses more on withstanding and continuing through undesired
events, resilience underscores the importance of adaptability and growth in the face
of adversity.

Survivability was first quantified in computer networks in Liu and Trivedi [LT06],
and later in Heegaard and Trivedi [HT09], which provided a framework to quantify
network survivability. This framework demonstrated broad applicability for various
network sizes and disaster scenarios, including different parameters in assessing
network performance. Xie, Heegaard, and Jiang [XHJ13] extended this framework
to model a propagating failure scenario, highlighting the cascading effects disasters
could have on a network over time. Gajić, Furdek, and Heegaard [GFH20] further
considered both spatial and temporal evaluations of network disaster recovery in
a content delivery network example. While these studies provide frameworks for
quantifying the survivability of different networks in different scenarios, they do
not use NFV-specific measures in their survivability quantifications or conduct
survivability assessments in NFV networks.

2.7 Network Failures and Attacks

To conduct survivability assessments, network failures or attacks need to be simulated.
In virtualized networks, the susceptibility to failures and attacks increases, as new
vulnerabilities and attack angles are introduced by adding a virtual layer to the
infrastructure. Network failures can occur due to numerous factors such as hardware
faults, software bugs, natural disasters, human errors, and cyber-attacks. Failures
can be categorized into two main types: link failures and node failures. Link failures
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refer to the loss of connectivity between two nodes due to damage to the physical or
logical link, while node failures refer to a node in the network becoming unavailable
or nonfunctional due to a variety of reasons, including physical damage, software
malfunction, or cyber-attack.

Cyber-attacks represent a growing threat to networked systems, particularly for
CI. Such attacks can originate externally and internally, intending to compromise
the integrity, availability, or confidentiality of data and services. Given the nature of
virtualized networks and the increasing dependence on software, these systems are
vulnerable to a variety of attacks.

2.7.1 Node Centrality

The concept of node centrality plays a crucial role in understanding the vulnerability
of a network to failures and attacks. Node centrality refers to a measure of the relative
importance of a node within the network. Highly central nodes often represent critical
points for the flow of traffic within the network, and their failure or compromise can
lead to significant disruptions to the network’s performance.

Betweenness Centrality

Betweenness centrality is a measure of the number of shortest paths that pass
through a particular node. Nodes with high betweenness centrality often act as
key connectors within the network, and their failure can significantly disrupt the
network’s connectivity and performance. These nodes can also be attractive targets
for attackers aiming to cause maximum disruption to the network.

Closeness Centrality

Closeness centrality measures the average shortest path between a node and all
other nodes in the network. Nodes with high closeness centrality are typically those
that can reach others in the network with the least amount of hops. These nodes,
due to their accessibility, can be significant for maintaining network performance,
especially for keeping network delay down, and may be considered as strategic points
for network protection and failure recovery measures, but also for attackers to degrade
network performance.

Understanding node criticality in a virtualized network has implications for
resilient network design. In traditional networks, betweenness and closeness centrality
are crucial to identify the most critical nodes. However, introducing a virtualized layer
may change the criteria for determining node importance for network survivability.

In the next section, we discuss the research gap in existing literature concerning
network survivability in virtualized networks.
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2.8 Research Gap

The current body of research has not sufficiently addressed the integration of surviv-
ability quantification into the design and operation of NFV networks. There have
been attempts to incorporate resilience in the NFV-RA problem, but a comprehen-
sive survivability analysis incorporating NFV-specific measures is missing. Existing
solutions primarily focus on traditional network measures such as betweenness and
closeness centrality, thereby failing to fully capture the unique features and potential
vulnerabilities of NFV networks. This gap in research necessitates further investi-
gations into how survivability quantification can be incorporated into the NFV-RA
problem, to design more resilient and robust networks that can proactively handle
failures while ensuring optimal performance.





Chapter3Methodology

This chapter outlines the framework of our approach and describes the steps taken
in our experimental study.

This chapter outlines the methodology employed to fulfill the objectives of the
study. We detail the experimental framework, where we quantify survivability to
evaluate the performance of an NFV network during and after undesirable events.
Subsequently, we describe the developed recovery strategies and how their efficiency
is evaluated.

3.1 Experimental Setup

Our study investigates survivability and recovery strategies in an NFV network under
various failure scenarios. Figure 3.1 illustrates our experimental setup, consisting of
five primary steps:

1. Initialization of the network topology

2. Generation of network traffic flows

3. Execution of an NFV-RA algorithm to optimize the deployment of service
components

4. Simulation of node failures

5. Assessment of network survivability

Two loops in the setup are introduced to account for the randomness inherent
in generating network traffic flows and network failures in certain scenarios. We
implement all components of this experiment in Python, with the setup designed
for modularity, facilitating the easy transition between different topologies, methods

17
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of flow creation, NFV-RA algorithms, failure scenarios, or modifications of the
survivability assessment method.

Figure 3.1: Overview of the experimental setup

3.2 Topology and Flow Generation

We created a Python program that extracts topologies from the Rocketfuel ISP topol-
ogy mapping engine to generate the topologies [Rocketfuel02]. Rocketfuel employs
real-world IP data to construct realistic ISP topologies stored in open-source datasets.
Then we used the NetworkX package to represent this data in Python, enabling the
creation and analysis of network structures with customized characteristics [Net-
workX]. We visualized a model of these realistic networks, consisting of access nodes
and core nodes, interconnected through edge nodes, all featuring realistically defined
node capacities and link delays. To ensure the validity of our results, we conducted
all experiments on two distinct topologies.

We generated network traffic by randomly creating a set of flows, each originating
from an access node, passing through edge and core nodes, and terminating at
another access node. Each flow required a designated set of network functions in
a specific order, forming an SFC. The network functions are deployed at edge and
core nodes. Flows and SFC, alongside their delay requirements simulating real-world
latency constraints, constitute a service or a network slice.
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Figure 3.2 shows an example of the flow represented by the following values in
the network:

source: 26

destination: 16

required_nfs: 2, 1

shortest_path: 29

delay_requirement: 60.9

flow_path: 111, 112

actual_delay: 35

All irrelevant node labels and network functions are omitted in the figure for read-
ability. The flow originates at node 26, terminates at node 16, and requires network
function "2" and network function "1" to form its SFC. The theoretical shortest path
between the source and destination is 29, and the maximum tolerated delay is 60.9.
The routing phase of ClusPR has set node 111 and node 112 as nodes this flow must
pass to receive its network functions. Doing this, the actual delay of the flow will be
35. Section 4 provides the specific values and characteristics of the various topologies,
flows, and requirements we use in our experiments.

3.3 Application of NFV-RA

In an NFV network, a wide range of optimization strategies exists for the placement of
VNFs forming the SFCs for flows. Our study uses the ClusPR framework, described
in detail in Chapter 2, which optimizes the NFV-RA problem based on two metrics:
delay and network utilization [WMRJ18]. These factors are highly relevant for 5G
use cases, as delay is a crucial client-side QoS metric, and network utilization is vital
for cost reduction and scalability on the operator side. As the ClusPR framework
only implicitly handles service dependability, it is ideal for identifying the potential
benefits of incorporating recovery strategies to improve system dependability.

3.4 Monte Carlo Simulation of Network Failures

Our study models random and targeted node failures, to capture and compare the
diverse effects such failures can have on a network. Random failures can affect
multiple nodes due to events such as natural disasters or software bugs when network
components are upgraded. Targeted attacks aim at nodes with specific characteristics,
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Figure 3.2: Example of generated flow in a network. Originating at access node 26,
passing through edge nodes 111 and 112 which host the flows required network

functions (NF 1 and NF 2), and terminating at access node 16

which could stem from cyberattacks based on an attacker’s knowledge of the network
structure.

3.4.1 Random Failures

The impact of random failures heavily depends on the nodes that fail. Some nodes
do not significantly affect the network as they do not host any VNFs, while others
can severely disrupt network performance if they fail (for instance, by separating
large portions of the network). We capture the expected effects of such failures in our
simulation experiments by repeating and averaging the random failure stage multiple
times and assessing the network’s survivability for each iteration, as depicted in the
smaller loop in Figure 3.1.

3.4.2 Targeted Failures

Targeted failures are based on metrics identifying node importance. Thus, for a
given set of flows on a specific topology, the same nodes will be targeted in each
attack, requiring only one iteration per set of flows. We assume the attacker possesses
knowledge of the topology structure and can infer node centrality measures from
this knowledge. Our study assesses two types of attacks: one target nodes with
high betweenness centrality, and another targets nodes with high closeness centrality.
These measures are well-established metrics for identifying important nodes within a
network and also play a crucial role in the ClusPR framework.
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3.5 Assessment and Quantification of Survivability

Our primary goal is to accurately assess the performance of the NFV network during
and after network failures. This allows us to evaluate how well NFV networks perform
under various conditions and to devise strategies for improving recovery times.

We quantify network survivability over time following a failure, ignoring the rate
of failure occurrence and instead focusing on the network’s performance during the
recovery phase post-failure. The performance of the NFV network is measured based
on the number of admitted flows in the network, defined as those flows that receive
their SFC, implying that they obtain all required VNFs in the correct sequence and
thus can deliver their intended services. To be considered admitted, a flow must
also meet its delay requirement; if not it is classified as failed. Immediately after a
failure, the percentage of admitted flows is at its lowest, but as nodes are repaired,
the number of admitted flows returns to its initial value.

Our assessment considers n+1 states of the network, where n is the number
of concurrent node failures, in line with the Markov model illustrated in Figure
3.3. Each state represents the number of failed nodes, and at t = 0, the system
transitions from zero to n failed nodes. We assume nodes are repaired independently
following an exponential distribution with rate (µ), until the network reaches a fully
operational state in the absorbing state, 0.

Figure 3.3: State transition diagram for network recovery following n node failures

To calculate network survivability, we first compute state probabilities as a
function of time, given the repair intensity. This is computed with the cumulative
distribution function of an exponential distribution, according to the function in
Equation (3.1).

F (t, µ) = 1 − e−µt (3.1)

With this, we can find the probability of being in each state at any given time
according to Equation (3.2).
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pi(t) =
(

n

i

)
· [1 − F (t, µ)]i · F (t, µ)n−i for i = 0, 1, . . . , n (3.2)

In our experiments, presented in Chapter 4, we use n = 3 node failures, giving
the state probabilities in Equations (3.3), (3.4), (3.5), (3.6).

p0(t) = F (t, µ)3 (3.3)

p1(t) = 3 · [1 − F (t, µ)] · F (t, µ)2 (3.4)

p2(t) = 3 · [1 − F (t, µ)]2 · F (t, µ) (3.5)

p3(t) = [1 − F (t, µ)]3 (3.6)

Then, we determine the network’s performance (i.e., the number of admitted
flows) for each state over time, given a specific set of flows and failed nodes. We then
multiply the state probabilities at each time point with the network performance
at the corresponding time point. The sum of these products over all time points
provides network survivability. This process repeats for each set of flows and failed
nodes.

Because the system’s survivability depends on the repair order of failed nodes, we
assess survivability for all possible permutations of node repair orders. From this, we
extract three key statistics: the expected performance (average of all permutations
of all iterations), the best performance (node repair order leading to the quickest
recovery), and the worst performance (node repair order resulting in the slowest
recovery). We note that for three node failures, which we will consider in this study,
the number of permutations is six. As this number rapidly increases with the number
of failures, a more efficient approach than brute force might be necessary for larger
numbers of failures.

Complementing the survivability assessment, we also examine the flow failure
causes. There are three potential causes for flows failing to meet their requirements,
illustrated in Figure 3.4.

1. A flow may not meet its delay requirement along its path (Figure 3.4b);
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2. Network fragmentation may block a feasible path between the source and
destination node of a flow (Figure 3.4d);

3. In a case unique to NFV networks, a node hosting a VNF required by a flow
may fail, preventing the flow from obtaining its necessary SFC (Figure 3.4c).

(a) Original flow Delay requirement: 10
ms Actual delay: 5 ms All required

VNFs

(b) Delay failure Delay requirement: 10
ms Actual delay: 15 ms All required

VNFs

(c) VNF failure Delay requirement: 10
ms Actual delay: 5 ms No required VNFs

(d) Path failure Delay requirement: 10
ms Actual delay: inf ms No required

VNFs

Figure 3.4: All three possible causes of a flow not meeting its requirements

3.6 Validation of Results

To validate our findings, we employ two primary strategies: first, we conduct all
experiments on two different topologies to ensure that our results are not specific to
one scenario. Second, we simulate the experiment to compare the outcomes with the
analytical approach. This simulation provides an additional level of validation for
our study.

3.7 Recovery Strategies

In this section, we evaluate the network’s survivability under four distinct recovery
strategies for all topologies and failure types. We assume that failed nodes are
repaired in either a random or a predetermined order, and we take advantage of a
significant attribute of NFV networks: the ability to migrate VNFs from one node
to another. These factors form the basis of the recovery strategies we outline in the
following subsections.

3.7.1 Baseline Strategy

Initially, we do not adopt any specific node repair order or implement any VNF
migration. This approach implies a random node repair order, and it represents
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the most computationally intensive method for survivability assessments, given the
evaluation of all permutations of the node repair order. This method serves as
a reference for the comparison with other strategies, as the average performance
across all permutations depicts the expected performance of the network. We also
extract the best and worst-performing node repair orders to establish benchmarks for
subsequent strategies. This approach demonstrates the potential variability in the
performance of different node repair orders and offers best and worst-case scenarios.

3.7.2 Node Repair Order Selection

The second strategy suggests heuristics to select a specific order of repair following
failures based on three different rules. In contrast to the baseline strategy, this strategy
considers only one node repair order, thereby reducing variability in survivability
assessments. We compare this node repair order to the best, worst, and expected
performances of the no strategy method to determine if some node repair orders
consistently improve the network’s recovery time across all network configurations
and attack types.

The first heuristic involves repairing nodes with the highest betweenness centrality,
potentially focusing on nodes that connect large parts of the network. The second
rule considers closeness centrality, potentially prioritizing nodes that are essential
for minimizing delays for flows. Both metrics are conventional measures used to
characterize node importance in a network.

Lastly, we introduce a novel metric for node importance specific to NFV networks:
flow centrality. Flow centrality is similar to betweenness centrality, which counts
the shortest paths that pass through each node. Flow centrality counts the number
of flows dependent on a VNF that a node hosts. Nodes are ranked accordingly, with
nodes hosting a VNF that most flows depend on as most important. Therefore, the
third rule repairs nodes based on their flow centrality.

3.7.3 Re-optimizing VNF Deployment

The third developed strategy involves re-optimizing VNF deployment in response to
network changes. Applying ClusPR to the initial topology results in an optimized
network based on the specific objectives of ClusPR. However, this optimization is
conditioned on the given flows and the network structure of the topology. Any change
to the network structure will change the conditions, and the applied optimization
is no longer guaranteed optimal. In this strategy, we re-optimize VNF deployment
by migrating VNFs in response to structural changes. As summarized in Figure 3.5,
we optimize the initial topology with ClusPR, induce network failures, and then
automatically re-optimize the network based on the degraded network structure.
This re-optimization occurs on each node repair until all nodes are repaired, and the
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network returns to its initial state. This strategy leverages a key functionality of
NFV networks: centrally controlled network management through virtualization.

Figure 3.5: Re-optimization strategy

3.7.4 Combined Re-optimization and Specific Node Repair Order
Strategy

The final strategy integrates the two previous strategies into one unified approach: it
re-optimizes the VNF deployment every time the network structure changes while
also prioritizing node repair order. This combined approach sheds light on how the
two strategies interact, whether they complement or possibly duplicate each other,
which could lead to redundant computation.





Chapter4Results

In this chapter, we present the results. After consecutively presenting each set of
results, we also briefly discuss each one, as the main takeaways from some results
lay the foundation for the experiments coming after. This gives more context to the
choices made when applying recovery strategies. In Chapter 5 we conduct a more
in-depth discussion that summarizes all results and discussions and also looks at
them in their entirety.

4.1 Experimental Setups

This section details the specific values for the experiments. Subsequent sections
present the results.

4.1.1 Network Topologies and Flows

Experiments were conducted on two distinct network topologies, illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.1. The first topology, visualized in Figure 4.1a, comprises 102 nodes and 141
links, characterized by a high degree of clustering with a global clustering coefficient
of 0.16. The second topology, shown in Figure 4.1b, contains 229 nodes and 471
links, exhibiting minimal clustering with a global clustering coefficient of 0.03. For
simplicity, we will refer to them as small topology and large topology in the remainder
of the thesis.

For each topology, we assigned a link delay of 3 ms from access to edge, 10 ms
from edge to core, and 40 ms between core nodes. Each link has a capacity of 1
Gbps. Network traffic was simulated by randomly generating 720 flows per iteration
for each topology, originating and terminating at access nodes and passing through
edge and core nodes. Each flow was assigned a maximum tolerated delay, randomly
chosen to be 1 to 2.5 times the delay of the flow’s shortest path. Further, each flow
required a unique sequence of network functions to form a SFC.

27
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(a) Small topology: 102 nodes and 141
links, high clustering coefficient

(b) Large topology: 229 nodes and 471
links, low clustering coefficient

Figure 4.1: Test Topologies

4.1.2 Node Failures

We considered two main types of network failures: random node failures and targeted
node attacks. Random node failures were simulated by disabling nodes at random
for each simulation. In contrast, targeted failures involved selecting nodes based on
node importance rankings, determined by either betweenness centrality or closeness
centrality.

4.1.3 Node Repairs

We assumed nodes would be repaired and functional over time after a failure. The
repair time of a node is assumed to follow an exponential distribution with a mean
repair time of 5. We also assumed nodes to recover independently; the recovery of
one node does not influence the recovery of others.

In all cases, we consider a scenario where three nodes fail concurrently, resulting in
the Markov model depicted in Figure 4.2

Figure 4.2: Markov model showing the recovery stages of a network where three
nodes fail concurrently at time t = 0
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4.2 Interpretation of Results

This section provides brief explanations of the two types of results obtained from the
experiments.

4.2.1 Survivability Assessments

A survivability assessment is based on a given topology, a specific set of generated
flows, and a particular set of failed nodes. The survivability assessment curve provides
an evaluation of network performance following node failures. We define performance
as the percentage of admitted flows at a specific time post-failure. The survivability
curves show the recovery period for a network following network failures. Figure 4.3
illustrates example survivability curves from the initial experiments, showcasing the
lowest performance immediately after the failure and gradual recovery over time.
Each curve in the plot represents the average performance of all iterations for each
case.

Figure 4.3: Example survivability curve showing the expected performance in the
recovery phase of a network in three different cases: random failure, targeted failure

(betweenness), and targeted failure (closeness)

We analyze the survivability curves in two dimensions, temporal and spatial,
depicted in Figure 4.4.

Temporal

Temporal evaluation of the network following failures means how long before the
network recovers to an acceptable performance level. Figure 4.4a illustrates an example
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where we define 10 % of failed flows as acceptable performance and the time it takes
for the network to recover to this level for each failure scenario (vertical lines).

Spatial

Spatial evaluation of the network following failures means how much of the network
recovers after a certain amount of time. In Figure 4.4b we define time t = 5 as
the time we want to evaluate network recovery, with horizontal lines depicting the
performance (proportion of failed nodes) of the networks after time t = 5.

(a) Temporal evaluation (b) Spatial evaluation

Figure 4.4: Temporal and spatial evaluation of the recovery phase of a network
following three different failure scenarios

Both analysis methods are relevant to assess network recovery and often show
similar trends. The temporal evaluation may be more important when a network
needs a specific minimum accepted level of performance to function, while the spatial
evaluation may be important for networks with a minimum amount of allowed
downtime. In our experiments, both evaluations showed similar trends. While the
horizontal and vertical lines used in the temporal and spatial evaluations are vital
for our initial understanding of the network recovery, they are omitted in subsequent
plots for clarity and readability. Despite their absence in these figures, it’s important
to remember that they lay the foundation for our analysis of the recovery strategies.

4.2.2 Causes of Failure

To add context to the results, we also computed the average cause of flow failure in
each case. Figure 4.5 shows an example of this analysis, presenting the percentage
of each failure cause for each number of failed nodes. The orange bar shows flows
that receive all VNFs and reaches their destination but breaches their maximum
tolerated delay. The blue bar displays that the source and destination of the flow are
unreachable due to a separated topology, and the green bar shows that a flow does
not receive its required VNF, as the node with the VNF has failed.
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Figure 4.5: Example of flow failure causes, showing the most prevalent causes of
flow failures for each number of failed nodes in the targeted failure (betweenness)

case

4.3 Validation of Results

This section presents the methods we used to validate our findings, including conduct-
ing all experiments on two distinct topologies and simulating the same experiments
to validate our analytical findings.

4.3.1 Analytical vs. Simulation

In addition to computing survivability curves using state probabilities and performing
computations in each state in a Monte Carlo simulation, we also simulated the same
experiments with random repair times and repair orders. Matching results in the two
cases imply consistent results, and that we use enough iterations in the analytical
approach to capture the variance of the inherent randomness. Figure 4.6 illustrates
the difference between increasing the number of iterations conducted in the process
versus 50 sets of generated flows and 50 sets of failed nodes per flow.

4.3.2 Two Topologies

Experiments were conducted on two distinct topologies to ensure the results were not
specific to a given scenario, and to highlight possible differences between different
topology structures.
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(a) Example where simulation samples
and analytical approach do not match,
indicating variance caused by too few

iterations in the analytical study (10 sets
of generated flows and 10 sets of failed

nodes per flow)

(b) Example where simulation samples
and analytical approach match,
validating that results from the

analytical approach are consistent (50
sets of generated flows and 50 sets of

failed nodes per flow)

Figure 4.6: Comparison between simulation of experiments and analytical
approach

4.4 Baseline Strategy

Our baseline results, where we employ no specific strategy to recover the network
after a failure, provide a reference for comparing our recovery strategies. These
experiments involve scenarios with no pre-determined repair order or VNF migration.
Figure 4.7 presents the average, best, and worst-case outcomes of three different
node failure scenarios. The random failures have the least impact on the network
performance and show the quickest recovery, but also exhibit the greatest variance,
as illustrated by the best case having minimal impact on performance, whereas
the worst case eliminates nearly 90% of the network. Betweenness and closeness
failures degrade the network more, with closeness failure inflicting the most damage
in the small topology (however, betweenness inflicted the most damage in the large
topology). The observed variance in these scenarios stems from our node repair
strategy, which examines all possible sequences of node repair orders. This allows us
to contrast the worst and best repair order in both attack cases, demonstrating the
significance of effective node repair orders.

In Figure 4.8, we observe the causes of failure in each case when no recovery
strategy is in place. Across all scenarios, flow failures are solely due to delay
requirement breaches when there are no node failures. Additionally, the primary
cause of flow failure in all cases is node failure for nodes hosting the flow’s VNF. We
note that the severe impact of a closeness attack on the small topology is due to
significant network segmentation. This was not the case with the large topology.
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(a) Performance after
random failures, without

recovery strategy.

(b) Performance after
betweenness attack,

without recovery strategy.

(c) Performance after
closeness attack, without

recovery strategy.

Figure 4.7: Three different failure cases: random and targeted (betweenness and
closeness), with average (blue), best (green), and worst (red) case scenarios

(a) Random failures,
average causes of flow

failure

(b) Betweenness attacks,
average causes of flow

failure

(c) Closeness attacks,
average causes of flow

failure

Figure 4.8: Average percentage of flow failure causes for all three cases (random
failures, betweenness attacks, and closeness attacks)

4.4.1 Discussion of Baseline Strategy

First, our results underline how node failures negatively impact a network’s ability
to deliver its services. Some nodes are more critical than others, as exemplified by
the significant variance between the best and worst-case outcomes in random failure
scenarios (Figure 4.7a). This outcome underscores the presence of critical nodes
whose failure can drastically hinder a VNF network’s performance (as seen in the
worst-case curve). Conversely, some nodes have minimal effect on performance upon
failure, emphasizing their relative insignificance in the network.

Targeted attacks, on average, yield more detrimental effects on network perfor-
mance than random failures. Notably, the impact of attack types appears to be
contingent on the network topology. While the small topology suffers more from
closeness attacks, the large one is more affected by betweenness attacks. This outcome
suggests that enhancing network resilience may require a tailored approach instead of
a one-size-fits-all strategy, given its dependence on the topology. The same principle
applies to attackers aiming to inflict maximum damage.
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We had expected the nature of betweenness centrality and closeness centrality to
yield different causes of flow failures when applied in attacks. Betweenness centrality,
which measures how well a node "bridges" large network parts, should result in more
network partitioning. In contrast, closeness centrality, indicating the number of
shortest paths associated with a node, should lead to increased delay-induced failures.
This held for the larger topology but reversed for the smaller one, as depicted in
Figure 4.7c, where the closeness attack heavily partitioned the network. We attribute
this unexpected outcome to the smaller network’s size, where each node failure can
have a disproportionately large impact. Regardless, it illustrates that an attack may
not always yield the anticipated effects.

Most importantly, we found that the majority of flow failures stem from node
failures hosting VNFs. This observation is significant because, unlike betweenness or
closeness attacks, these nodes operate on the virtual layer rather than the physical
layer. This could imply that the extent of damage an attacker can cause depends on
their knowledge of these different layers. An attacker equipped with information on
the virtual layer could exploit this knowledge to inflict even more harm. This finding
laid the groundwork for the recovery strategy discussed in Section 4.5.2, where we
introduce the concept of flow centrality to identify nodes hosting VNFs for numerous
flows.

To evaluate the effects of implementing dedicated recovery strategies during
failure simulations, we first examine each strategy separately and then consider a
combination of both.

4.5 Node Repair Order Selection

Experiments utilizing pre-defined node repair order were conducted three times, each
time prioritizing nodes based on different measures: betweenness centrality, closeness
centrality, and flow centrality (as explained in Section 3.7). Given the similar trends
observed in the results of betweenness and closeness repairs, we illustrate only the
betweenness centrality results for conciseness.

4.5.1 Betweenness and Closeness Centrality as Node Repair
Order

The results of using either betweenness or closeness centrality as the basis for node
repair order varied depending on the network structure. For the small topology,
these repair orders performed worse than random node repair orders, as shown in
Figure 4.9. In this figure, the blue, green, and red lines represent the same failures
as before but without employing any recovery strategy, while the purple dashed
line illustrates the failure rate when applying the strategy. The pre-defined repair
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strategy improves the network’s resilience against random failures but performs worse
in the event of betweenness and closeness attacks. Notably, having a defined repair
order removes the variance in the results, leading to more predictable outcomes. For
the large topology, we saw a slight improvement in all cases.

(a) Random failures, repair
order: betweenness

(purple) compared to
random repair order

(b) Betweenness attacks,
repair order: betweenness

(purple) compared to
random repair order

(c) Closeness attacks,
repair order: betweenness

(purple) compared to
random repair order

Figure 4.9: Effect of applying betweenness centrality as a priority when repairing
nodes compared to a random repair order

A deeper understanding of this strategy’s performance can be obtained by ex-
amining the causes of flow failures in Figure 4.10. For random failures, the two
reasons—"separated network" and "missing network function"—recover more quickly
than with a random repair order. The opposite is observed in the case of betweenness
and closeness attacks. Alternatively, this can be interpreted as an increased rate
of "too high delay" as the reason for flow failures in the case of betweenness and
closeness attacks. These results indicate that pre-defined node repair order is more
beneficial in random failure scenarios rather than targeted attacks.

(a) Random failures,
betweenness repair -

average causes of flow
failure

(b) Betweenness attacks,
betweenness repair -

average causes of flow
failure

(c) Closeness attacks,
betweenness repair -

average causes of flow
failure

Figure 4.10: Average percentage of flow failure causes for all three failure cases,
with betweenness repairs as recovery strategy
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4.5.2 Flow Centrality as Node Repair Order

Turning our attention to the application of flow centrality as a recovery strategy, it
can be seen that flow centrality outperforms betweenness centrality as node repair
order in the tested network topology, as shown in Figure 4.11. Compared to a random
repair order, flow centrality as a repair order increases the network’s resilience to
random, betweenness, and closeness attacks, maintaining the network’s performance
above 40% in all cases. However, the rate of recovery does not improve significantly.
This suggests that flow centrality as a repair order helps to mitigate the initial impact
of the failure but does not expedite the recovery process.

(a) Random failures, repair
order: flow (purple)

compared to random repair
order

(b) Betweenness attacks,
repair order: flow (purple)
compared to random repair

order

(c) Closeness attacks,
repair order: flow (purple)
compared to random repair

order

Figure 4.11: Effect of applying flow centrality as a priority when repairing nodes
compared to a random repair order

A detailed analysis of the causes of flow failures in the case of flow centrality as
a repair order, presented in Figure 4.12, reveals that the flow centrality strategy’s
advantage comes from its ability to preserve network functions and maintain con-
nectivity. However, it cannot reduce the number of failures due to high delay. This
indicates a limitation of the flow centrality strategy—it is effective in maintaining a
functional network but is unable to ensure that the network’s performance meets all
requirements.

4.5.3 Discussion of Node Repair Order Selection Strategy

Key insights gleaned from implementing a pre-defined order of node repair highlight
its potential to both expedite and delay node recovery. The strategy accelerated
recovery time for the large topology, yet performed nearly as poorly as the worst-case
repair order the small one. This finding illustrates the challenges associated with
developing a one-size-fits-all rule for node prioritization. Surprisingly, even when
nodes with high betweenness centrality were targeted, pre-defining their repair led to
poorer performance.
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(a) Random failures, flow
centrality repair - average

causes of flow failure

(b) Betweenness attacks,
flow centrality repair - avg.

causes of flow failure

(c) Closeness attacks, flow
centrality repair - average

causes of flow failure

Figure 4.12: Average percentage of flow failure causes for all three failure cases,
with flow centrality repairs as recovery strategy

A review of the failure causes when implementing this strategy, as demonstrated
in Figure 4.10, shows a high number of "missing VNF" causes, persisting even after
both 1 and 2-node repairs. This suggests that the strategy fails to adequately address
the most crucial nodes in these NFV networks, specifically those hosting VNFs for
many flows.

Motivated by these findings, we developed a novel metric called flow centrality to
identify critical nodes in these networks. The results from prioritizing these nodes for
repair were promising in all cases, with accelerated recovery times observed across
both topologies and failure types. An examination of the flow failure causes revealed
a faster removal rate of the targeted failure cause as nodes were repaired. Therefore,
pre-defined node repairs based on flow centrality appear to be a sound strategy for
accelerating network recovery post-failures.

4.6 Re-optimization Strategy

In this subsection, we examine re-optimization as a recovery strategy. Re-optimization
refers to the automatic migration of VNFs from failing nodes to other operational
nodes upon the occurrence of failures. The repair order of the nodes is random,
meaning we do not employ any specific node repair order strategy. Figure 4.13
depicts the improvements in all scenarios across all topologies when we apply this
strategy. Importantly, it also shows the variance in node repair order while utilizing
the re-optimization strategy, revealing that the performance of this strategy is not
solely dependent on the repair order.

Significantly, even the worst-case order during the re-optimization strategy out-
performs the expected value without re-optimization for betweenness attacks, as
shown in Figure 4.13b. For closeness attacks, while the performance improvement is
not as significant as that for betweenness attacks, it is still an improvement.
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(a) Random failures, with
re-optimization (purple)

compared to no
re-optimization

(b) Betweenness attacks,
with re-optimization

(purple) compared to no
re-optimization

(c) Closeness attacks, with
re-optimization (purple)

compared to no
re-optimization

Figure 4.13: Effect of applying the re-optimization strategy compared to a no
re-optimization approach

The causes of flow failures when using the re-optimization strategy are presented
in Figure 4.14. Interestingly, the primary cause of flow failure from previous experi-
ments—the missing VNF—is eradicated when the re-optimization strategy is applied.
However, this strategy does not speed up the resolution of network separation in the
case of random failures and closeness attacks, as shown in Figures 4.14a and 4.14c.
This explains the lesser performance gain from this strategy in these scenarios com-
pared to betweenness attacks. Nevertheless, the worst-case repair order in closeness
attacks performs worse than the expected performance using the baseline strategy,
while the best-case repair order coupled with re-optimization hints at substantial
performance gains.

(a) Random failures, with
re-optimization - average

causes of flow failure

(b) Betweenness attacks,
with re-optimization - avg.

causes of flow failure

(c) Closeness attacks, with
re-optimization - average

causes of flow failure

Figure 4.14: Average percentage of flow failure causes for all three failure cases,
with re-optimizations as recovery strategy

4.6.1 Discussion of Re-optimization as Strategy

The application of re-optimization as a strategy has consistently expedited network
recovery post-failure across all topologies and failure instances. This strategy, much
like the flow centrality repair order, directly addresses the principal cause of flow
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failures. It eradicates the issue, as VNFs are redeployed across the network. However,
as illustrated in Figure 4.13c, if the network is severely fragmented due to failures,
this does not necessarily improve the situation as source and destination nodes within
flows become disconnected. From the worst-case scenario depicted in the same plot,
we infer that despite the application of re-optimization and the subsequent removal
of the root cause of failure, a poor repair order can result in an outcome that is
inferior to not implementing any strategy at all, highlighting the challenge in devising
a universal strategy.

A significant constraint to consider is the cost and time consumed by the re-
optimization process each time the network is re-optimized. If VNFs are redistributed
across the network, flows previously unaffected by network failures may now be
impacted. Additionally, the re-optimization process could require substantial com-
putational resources, which may be a crucial consideration for network operators.
Although we’ve demonstrated that a re-optimization strategy can significantly aid in
network recovery, exploring more efficient ways to re-optimize a network following
failures is an intriguing direction for future research, which we intend to pursue.

4.7 Combined Strategy

Finally, we study the impact of combining two strategies—re-optimization and pre-
defined node repair. While we re-optimize the network upon any structural change,
we also determine a specific order for node repairs. Figure 4.15 illustrates the impact
of this combined strategy. Notably, the performance variance is further reduced due
to the defined repair order, and the remaining variance is attributable to different
sets of flows for each simulation iteration.

Recall that re-optimization alone improved performance compared to the baseline
strategy, while the strategy of pre-defined node repair based on betweenness resulted
in worse performance in this specific case. Interestingly, combining these strategies
results in worse performance than using re-optimization alone due to the negative
effect of betweenness centrality on recovery time.

When flow centrality is used for repair orders (which improved performance as a
stand-alone strategy), the combined strategy led to improved performance across all
aspects. This trend was consistent across both topologies.

4.7.1 Discussion of Combined Strategy

For the combined strategy we in all cases saw the summation of the two strategies.
By summation we mean that whenever both strategies showed increased performance
individually, the combined strategy performed better than both, and while one of
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(a) Random failures, with
combined re-optimization

and pre-defined node repair
order based on betweenness

(b) Betweenness attacks,
combined re-optimization

and pre-defined node repair
order based on betweenness

(c) Closeness attacks, with
combined re-optimization

and pre-defined node repair
order based on betweenness

Figure 4.15: Effect of applying the combined re-optimization and node repair
order (betweenness) strategy, compared to a no re-optimization approach

the strategies was better and one was worse, the combined strategy performed worse
than the best one, showing that a bad strategy will negatively impact a good strategy
if combined.

One of the most interesting findings is the one in Figure 4.15c, where the combined
strategy performs worse than the expected performance of applying the baseline
strategy. This shows the disadvantage of employing a bad repair order, even though
it is combined with a good strategy. It should however be noted that the variance is
much higher when not applying any strategy, as you would not migrate any VNFs
and could potentially have a very bad node repair order.

4.8 Summary of Results

Given the multitude of plots across multiple topologies, we have summarized the
results in Table 4.1. The comments column notes any particularities about the results.
The table applies only to the small topology, as the strategies improved results in all
cases for the large topology.

In summary, the re-optimization strategy generally provides improved perfor-
mance. When combined with pre-defined node repair based on betweenness, however,
performance worsens in some cases. On the other hand, the combined strategy
of re-optimization and pre-defined node repair based on flow centrality improves
performance across all aspects.
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Table 4.1: Performance of Various Strategies Compared to The Average Performance
of the baseline strategy

Strategy Failure Type Performance Comment

Betweenness repair Random failures Improved -
Targeted failures Worse Close to worst case

Closeness repair Random failures Improved -
Targeted failures Worse Close to worst case

VNF repair Random failures Improved -
Targeted failures Improved Close to best case

Re-optimization Random failures Improved -
Targeted failures Improved Low variance

Combined (Betweenness repair) Random failures Improved -
Targeted failures Improved Worse than re-optimization, lower variance

Combined (Closeness repair) Random failures Improved -
Targeted failures Worse Even best case has worse performance

Combined (VNF repair) Random failures Improved -
Targeted failures Improved -
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5.1 Implication of the Findings

Our research compared various strategies for shortening the recovery time of NFV
networks during and after network failures. These failures refer to multiple concurrent
random node failures and targeted node (cyber) attacks. We investigated the
performance of different strategies in terms of network flow survivability, which
included prioritizing node repair order based on three metrics (betweenness centrality,
closeness centrality, and flow centrality). The second strategy was re-optimizing the
network after changes in network structure (after failure and repairs), while the last
strategy was a combination of these strategies. Our findings, which display diverse
outcomes depending on the selected strategy and the type of network failures, provide
valuable insights for network operators and researchers.

Our study relied on a quantifiable measure of survivability, where we evaluated
how network performance evolves post-failure. This framework enabled us to compare
different strategies, observing the speed at which each strategy returns the network
to its standard operational state. Within this framework, we looked at both the
temporal and the spatial dimension. The temporal dimension evaluates the time
taken to restore the network to its normal performance, while the spatial dimension
considers what size of the network is restored after a specified duration. The choice
of comparing the spatial or temporal dimension depends on the specific assessment
objectives. A comparison of the speed of full network recovery versus the extent of
network capacity recovered after a certain duration could yield different outcomes.
Nonetheless, given our findings, both cases yielded similar conclusions.

5.1.1 Primary Conclusions

Here, we list the most noteworthy observations drawn from our study.

43
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Topology Structure Affects Resilience

Network topology structure profoundly impacts network resilience. As a result, the
topology structure determines the vulnerability of a network to different types of
attacks and the effectiveness of the recovery strategies implemented. Some topologies
are degraded significantly more by attacks than others. The same also holds for
recovery strategies. Attackers could utilize this insight in physical sabotage or virtual
cyber attacks, depending on their knowledge of the network.

Flow Centrality is an Effective Repair Order Indicator

In the domain of NFV networks, flow centrality outperforms betweenness and closeness
centrality as a heuristic for determining the node repair order. In all cases, repairing
nodes based on flow centrality recovered the network faster than traditional metrics.
The leading cause of performance degradation in these networks is the failure of nodes
hosting VNFs. Consequently, these nodes become the prime targets for attackers
and network operators alike, particularly in network design.

Re-optimization Proves Beneficial

Re-optimizing VNF deployment (i.e., migrating VNF) after structural network
changes consistently enhanced network performance, regardless of the topology
structure or attack type. However, it’s worth noting that VNF re-deployment has
consequences, such as migration time and computational costs, that need to be
accounted for and further researched.

Optimal Strategies May Yield Suboptimal Results

Figure 4.15c illustrates that the best-case scenario using a combined strategy may
result in lower performance than a scenario in which no specific recovery strategy
is applied (baseline scenario). Hence, optimal performance in a strategy doesn’t
necessarily yield superior results compared to a baseline approach with no specific
strategy. This highlights the complex and context-dependent nature of network
survivability.

5.1.2 Practical Implications

Network Design and Recovery Strategies

Introducing a virtual layer in VNF networks creates a new vulnerability, i.e., the
nodes hosting VNFs. If attackers gain insight into the virtual topology of a network,
they can exploit this knowledge and target nodes with high flow centrality to inflict
maximum damage. These nodes, therefore, become critical for network operators
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when designing their networks. They demand priority in VNF deployment, network
design, recovery strategies, and redundancy planning.

Services with Stringent Delay and Resilience Requirements

Certain services have stringent delay requirements, some demand high resilience, and
some require both. In NFV-RA frameworks, priorities must be set when determining
VNF deployment. If the delay is prioritized, survivability objectives are downplayed,
and vice versa. Our study offers insights into this trade-off by considering strategies
and survivability assessments that do not affect the objective functions of NFVRA.
This enables the optimization of the delay in NFVRA while still ensuring survivable
service delivery.

The Absence of a Universal Strategy

Our study emphasizes that there is no universal strategy that ensures survivability.
Our experiments show vastly diverse outcomes across different network structures,
attack types, and recovery strategies. However, the study provides valuable insights
that can inform more resilient network designs, including automatic strategies to
respond to network outages. Using flow centrality as a heuristic when prioritizing
node repair order can enhance network recovery strategies in NFV networks, as it
outperforms traditional metrics such as betweenness and closeness centrality.

5.1.3 Limitations and Future Directions

Can We Provide Performance Guarantees for Network Slicing?

Network slicing is a process that divides networks into multiple virtual networks
that can run different applications and services. Each slice can be prioritized, with
some demanding performance guarantees in delay and availability, especially in
5G networks. The insights from our study can inform the design of resilient VNF
deployment, which in turn can be used in the implementation of network slicing. An
interesting extension to our research could be to incorporate flow priority. This could
enable network operators to guarantee capacity within the network, even in the face
of failures, and use re-optimization to ensure the operation of critical (top priority)
flows.

Trade-offs of Re-optimization

While our study highlights the potential benefits of re-optimization, we also acknowl-
edge that the strategy overlooks certain practicalities associated with VNF migration.
There are costs involved, such as migration time and computing power, which we
did not account for. Future work could involve studies on effective VNF migration
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that consider these trade-offs, or the development of more cost-effective high-level
strategies that only re-optimize the affected parts of the network.

Different Attack Types and Virtual Vulnerabilities

The knowledge an attacker has about the network is a crucial factor. Whether the
attacker knows the physical or the virtual infrastructure can drastically impact the
damage they can inflict. Therefore, future work could include more realistic attack
scenarios and investigation of security vulnerabilities related to knowledge of the
virtual layer, thereby informing a more robust and resilient virtual network design.
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This thesis explored the enhancement of resilience in NFV networks. Our research
revealed insights into the significance of the network structure, the importance of
certain nodes, and recovery strategies of NFV networks. We studied multiple failure
types, including random failures (natural disasters or software bugs) and targeted
(cyber) attacks. We introduced a novel metric for node importance in NFV networks
called flow centrality and identified it as a reliable metric for pre-defining node
repair order post failure. Additionally, we demonstrated the benefits of leveraging
softwarization for post-failure network re-optimization. However, we also found
that seemingly optimal strategies do not necessarily guarantee the best outcomes,
highlighting the complexity and context-dependent nature of network survivability.

Our findings carry practical implications, providing network operators with in-
sights into network design, particularly concerning the nodes hosting VNFs. Moreover,
our research emphasizes the importance of striking a balance between the objectives
in NFV-RA, and how recovery strategies can provide solutions to trade-offs when
optimizing for conflicting objectives.

Future research could explore multiple avenues suggested by this study. Among
them the work on performance guarantees for network slicing in 5G networks, the
costs and practicalities associated with re-optimization post-failure, and the impact of
an attacker’s knowledge of the network structure on security vulnerabilities introduced
by virtualized networks.

In conclusion, while our research has advanced the understanding of NFV network
resilience, it also underscores the field’s complexity. As the digital infrastructure
continues to grow, the findings of this research contribute towards building more
robust and resilient networks better equipped to withstand future challenges. This
work sets the stage for more nuanced investigations into network design and resilience,
which should focus on developing more sophisticated and context-aware repair and
recovery strategies to optimize network survivability in NFV environments.
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Abstract—This paper investigates the critical role of network
survivability under random failures or targeted attacks in Net-
work Function Virtualization (NFV) environments and assesses
the survivability of NFV networks under different recovery
strategies. Through a comprehensive application of the ClusPR
framework, we simulated various failure events, which include
both random and targeted failures. Our survivability assessment
focuses on the temporal dimension and compares different
repair sequences in network recovery and explores potential
mitigation strategies. These strategies involve re-optimization of
network function placement upon structural network changes
and prioritization of node repairs according to different centrality
measures. Our findings revealed that the resilience of the network
was greatly dependent on its specific topology and that the
efficacy of the recovery strategies varied accordingly. In some
cases, the use of sub-optimal strategies appeared to decrease
the network survivability, demonstrating the importance of the
recovery strategy. The results provide valuable insights into
improving the survivability of NFV networks in the face of
failures and can have implications for network management and
policy.

Index Terms—Survivability, 5G, network slicing, critical in-
frastructure, NFV, random failures, targeted attacks

I. INTRODUCTION

5G networks have defined use cases that will be enabled
once 5G is fully implemented. Examples of these use cases
include autonomous vehicles, remote surgical operations, and
the integration of augmented reality into daily lives, each
representing a unique traffic class. These applications present
diverse performance needs, including low delay or latency,
alongside dependability factors such as reliability and avail-
ability, which are often in conflict with each other. The full-
scale deployment of these services has yet to be realized due to
the incomplete implementation of essential technologies, such
as network slicing.

Network slicing is considered a crucial enabler for meeting
the stringent requirements of services in the 5G domain [1].
Even though network slicing was first introduced in 5G as
early as 2016 as a means of dividing a physical network
into smaller, logically isolated virtual networks, research
communities, and network operators have yet to arrive at a
consistent technical definition for network slices. A variety of
methods have been proposed and research in this area remains
ongoing. Without the flexibility offered by virtualization and
softwarization, network slicing cannot be efficiently realized.

Network Function Virtualization (NFV) represents the tran-
sition from dedicated hardware components for each network
function to running Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs)
as software on generalized hardware. This offers a level
of flexibility that is more scalable and effective in rapidly
changing network environments, a necessary condition for
creating network slices that meet the stringent requirements
of modern network services [2].

NFV Resource Allocation (NFV-RA) refers to the optimal
deployment of VNFs that form service chains, one of the
main challenges in NFV [3]. Despite the scalability and
efficiency provided by the added flexibility, it also introduces
an increased complexity. The NFV-RA problem is proven
to be NP-hard, and numerous solutions have been proposed,
each optimizing different objectives using heuristic or meta-
heuristic algorithms [4].

In network slicing, proper network function chaining is cru-
cial to equip each slice with the necessary network functions.
Different 5G use cases have a mix of high requirements for ca-
pacity, delay, dependability, and security. These requirements
vary across use cases, all of which need to be delivered on
the same physical network, with virtualized networks serving
as a potential solution. At the same time, the Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) focus on network scaling and cost reduction,
and therefore network utilization must also be considered.

Despite the importance, dependability-focused NFV-RA al-
gorithms and methodologies for assessing the survivability of
NFV networks have received limited attention. To meet the
diverse service guarantees required across all use cases, it is
crucial to thoroughly evaluate an NFV network’s performance
during and after failures. The development of automated, on-
demand strategies for managing network failures is equally
important [5].

The main objective of this paper is to investigate the impact
of (random or targeted) node failures and their recovery on
network service degradation in an NFV network context.
Specifically, the focus is on assessing the performance during
and after an undesired event (e.g. an outage with multiple node
failures), with the aim to compare different recovery strategies
and heuristics to limit the consequences of random failures
and/or targeted cyber attacks.

The remainder of this paper unfolds as follows: Section II
provides a review of the relevant literature. Section III intro-



duces our experimental setup and methodology, designed to
evaluate the survivability of an NFV network effectively. In
Section IV, we outline the strategies we have developed to
mitigate the impact of node failures in diverse contexts. Sub-
sequently, Section V showcases our results. In Section VI, we
discuss our findings and their implications. Finally, Section VII
concludes the paper, synthesizing the key points and proposing
potential avenues for future research.

II. RELATED WORK

A framework for quantification of system survivability was
introduced in [6]. The framework aims to assess spatial
and temporal effects on system performance when a major
undesired event (such as a natural disaster) has occurred and
during the system’s recovery. The framework was applied
to study three different events and their consequences on a
network with virtual connections. This framework has also
been applied to other systems and events, such as modeling
disaster propagation [7] and combining temporal and spatial
survivability evaluations [8]. These studies attest to the frame-
work’s adaptability across different network sizes and failure
types. In this paper, we continue to expand the application of
this framework, investigating its use in the assessment of vir-
tualized networks employing Network Function Virtualization
Resource Allocation (NFV-RA) algorithms.

Although survivability has been addressed within the con-
text of virtualized networks, previous studies have primarily
focused on the Virtualized Network Embeddings (VNE) prob-
lem [9], which shares similarities with the NFV-RA problem.
Both problems concern resource allocation within virtualized
networks. However, they differ distinctly in their nature: the
NFV-RA problem addresses more dynamic network demands,
while the VNE problem is inherently static.

A comprehensive survey on NFV-RA is conducted in [4].
Although the survey reviewed numerous frameworks, none ad-
equately addressed survivability within the NFV-RA context.
As of our knowledge, only a single recent study has attempted
to address this gap [10], proposing a novel solution to the
NFV-RA problem that integrates resilience constraints.

The advent of the 5G standard has introduced a wide array
of traffic classes, each bearing stringent and often conflicting
requirements that must be met within a shared physical in-
frastructure [1]. These demands range from high data rates
to ultra-reliable low-latency communication. To accommodate
these diverse needs, many Network Function Virtualization
Resource Allocation (NFV-RA) algorithms prioritize perfor-
mance parameters such as end-to-end latency.

However, focusing predominantly on performance may risk
undermining the survivability of the network, especially under
failure conditions. Instead of integrating survivability directly
into the NFV-RA algorithms, which may potentially compro-
mise performance, we propose and assess separate strategies
that the network can employ to react to network failures.
These strategies aim to enhance network survivability without
significantly impacting the other objectives of the NFV-RA
algorithms.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHODOLOGY

To assess the survivability performance under different
failure recovery strategies for NFV networks, an extensive
experimental study has been conducted. Our experimental
approach consists of several steps as depicted in Fig. 1: (1)
Initialize network topology; (2) Generate flows; (3) Run NFV-
RA algorithm to optimize service component deployment; (4)
Simulate node failures; (5) Evaluate the network’s surviv-
ability. The loop of simulating node failures and assessing
survivability is iteratively executed to capture the variance
in impacts of different node failures. Ultimately, we return
to the flow generation stage and repeat the entire process to
account for variability in the generated flows. The approach
has been implemented in Python, emphasizing modularity to
ease the replacement for different setups, e.g. networks and
node failures.

Fig. 1: Overview of the experimental setup

A. Initializing Topology and Generating Flows

Our experimental NFV networks consist of access nodes and
core nodes, connected through edge nodes. The link delays and
capacities are defined realistically to replicate practical net-
work conditions. These networks employ realistic topologies,
modeled using the Rocketfuel topology mapping engine based
on real-world IP data [11]. We investigate distinct topologies
to offer a broader perspective on the results, each having
different characteristics regarding node degree distribution and
clustering levels.

To generate network traffic, we create a set of flows that
originate from one access node and terminate at another. These
flows are designed to require a sequence of network functions,
effectively forming a network function chain. Furthermore,
each flow is subject to a maximum tolerable delay, intended
to simulate real-world latency constraints.

The specifics about the topologies, the number of flows,
their characteristics, and tolerable delay ranges, will be pre-
sented in Section V, for each experimental scenario.



B. Application of NFV-RA

To optimize the NFV service components deployment, we
use the method implemented in the ClusPR framework [3]. It
is designed to optimize NFV-RA considering both delay and
network utilization. This dual-objective approach is suitable
for 5G use cases, ensuring client performance (meeting delay
requirements) and operator scalability and cost-efficiency (op-
timized network utilization). ClusPR only implicitly considers
service dependability. This setup will enable us to pinpoint
mechanisms that mitigate the network’s survivability during
failures.

C. Simulation of Network Failures

Our study encompasses both random node failures, such
as multiple failures caused by e.g., a natural disaster or bugs
introduced during software updates, and targeted node attacks,
such as a cyber attack utilizing structural knowledge about the
system/network.

For random failures, the impact significantly depends on
the specific nodes that fail. Simulation of the effect of such
random failures requires multiple iterations with different
sets of node failures to capture this variance. For targeted
failures, our attacks are based on node importance under
some centrality measures, which means that the same set
of nodes would be attacked for a specific set of flows and
topology. Therefore, only a single iteration of node failures
and survivability assessment is conducted. We assume that the
attacker has knowledge of the topology and can infer centrality
measures from this information. Two types of attacks are
assessed: those targeted nodes with the highest betweenness
centrality and those targeted nodes with the highest closeness
centrality. The attacks are described and discussed in more
detail in Section VI.

D. Assessment and Quantification of Survivability

The performance of the network in every state (a specific
flow configuration and a different number of failed nodes) is
evaluated. This is used as the basis for a reward in a Markov
reward model representing the stages in the recovery of the
network after the node failures. Specifically, the reward of each
state is the network performance, defined as the percentage
of admitted flows under this state. A flow is considered
admitted if it visits all required network functions (service
components) in the correct order while still complying with
its delay requirement. Immediately after a failure, the number
of admitted flows is at its lowest but gradually increases as
nodes are repaired.

This process can be visualized in Fig. 2, which illustrates a
state transition diagram of the network recovery process. The
diagram captures the states as the number of failed nodes,
from three initially down to zero, which is an absorbing
state representing a fully functioning network. The transitions
between states are dictated by the repair intensity µ, which
depicts the rate at which nodes are repaired.

For each node repair or re-optimization, the network perfor-
mance is re-evaluated. Ultimately, the network returns to its

initial pre-failure state. The survivability is the sum of rewards,
weighted with the probabilities of the states in the Markov
model where the initial state (t = 0) is node failures, and the
absorbing state is when all nodes have been repaired and the
network functions have been re-optimized.

Fig. 2: State transition diagram for network recovery
following 3 node failures

The survivability depends on the sequence of node repairs.
The optimal sequence is generally not known, so to find the
best sequence we take a brute force approach where we apply
all possible permutations of node repair order, and select the
one with the shortest time until recovery. This is used as a
baseline to compare alternative failure recovery heuristics that
we will consider. We remark that while for 3 node failures,
there are only 6 permutations, the number of permutations
increases quickly (more than exponentially) with the number
of failures, and hence an alternative approach to the brute force
approach may be needed.

As an enhancement to the survivability assessment, we
also investigate the causes for flows failing to meet their
requirements at each state, which are:

• A flow may not meet its delay requirement along its path;
• Network fragmentation may prevent a feasible path be-

tween the source and destination node of a flow;
• The last cause, unique to NFV networks, arises when the

node hosting a VNF required by a flow fails, preventing
the flow from obtaining its necessary network function
chain.

IV. RECOVERY STRATEGIES

When recovering from a major failure, we assume that the
failed nodes can be repaired (in random or specific order).
In addition, we assume that the appealing property of NFV
will be exploited, i.e., the VNFs can be migrated (e.g. by
re-optimizing the deployment). They form the basis for our
recovery strategies as introduced in the following.

A. Prioritizing Node Repair Order

An initial experimental study indicated that some sequences
for node repair allowed the network to return to its normal
performance levels more quickly than others. Additionally,
given the distinct structures and characteristics of different
network topologies, a repair order that proves beneficial in
one scenario may not necessarily yield the same effectiveness
in another. We investigate three different rules for prioritizing
node repair in this paper.

One is to repair nodes based on their betweenness centrality
levels: the node with the highest betweenness centrality is



repaired first. Another is to repair nodes based on their
closeness centrality levels: the node with the highest closeness
centrality is repaired first. Both betweenness and closeness are
classical centrality measures that are used to characterize the
importance level of a node to the network.

In this work, we introduce a novel metric for node impor-
tance that is specific to NFV networks. Unlike betweenness
centrality, which counts the number of shortest paths in the
physical or logical network structure, we consider the number
of affected flows dependent on the VNFs hosted by a node if
it fails. Accordingly, under this new centrality measure, nodes
are ranked based on the number of flows assigned to a VNF on
that specific node. For simplicity, we will refer to this metric
as flow centrality in the remainder of the paper. The third
rule is to repair nodes based on their flow centrality levels.

B. Re-optimizing VNF Deployment

Migrating VNFs to other nodes implies re-optimization of
the NFV-RA problem. In other words, any failure and recovery
in the network structure will change the system on which the
VNF deployment was optimized. To this aim, we propose
to re-apply the ClusPR framework to re-optimize resource
allocation in the remaining NFV network. Accordingly, the ex-
perimental setup then becomes to initialize network topology
and flows, apply ClusPR, inject node failures, apply ClusPR,
first node repair, apply ClusPR, and repeat until all nodes have
been repaired and the network returns to normal operation.
This strategy targets the primary cause of node failures - flows
not receiving their required network functions.

V. SURVIVABILITY ASSESSMENT RESULTS

A. Experiment Setups

1) Topologies and Flows: We conducted experiments on
two distinct topologies, each demonstrating different charac-
teristics. The first topology, with 229 nodes and 471 links,
showcased a low degree distribution and a low level of
clustering, with a clustering coefficient of 0.03. In contrast,
the second topology, with 102 nodes and 141 links, exhibited
a high degree distribution and a high level of clustering,
characterized by a clustering coefficient of 0.16. The last
topology is illustrated in Fig. 3. Both topologies consisted
of access nodes and core nodes, connected through edge
nodes. We used the following link delays: 3ms from access
to edge, 10ms from edge to core, and 40ms for core to core
connections. Each link possessed a capacity of 1 Gbps.

To simulate network traffic, we randomly generated 720
flows across these topologies. Each flow originated from an
access node and terminated at another. We assigned a unique
set of five network functions to each flow, which had to be
executed in a specific order to form a network function chain.
Furthermore, we assigned each flow a maximum tolerable
delay, randomly chosen between 1 - 2.5 times the delay of
the flow’s shortest path.

Fig. 3: One of the experimental topologies

2) Random Node Failures and Attack Strategies: We con-
sidered two types of network disruptions: random node failures
and targeted node attacks. The aim was to understand how
different types of disruptions can impact a network, forming
the basis for our subsequent assessments of network recovery
strategies.

Random node failures were simulated to represent scenarios
such as natural disasters or software update errors. In these
cases, nodes affected by the failure were selected at random,
without regard to their role or position within the network.

Targeted node attacks were modeled to mimic deliberate
cyber attacks, where the attacker has knowledge of the net-
work structure and specifically targets nodes based on their
centrality. We considered two attack strategies: one focused
on nodes with the highest betweenness centrality and the other
on nodes with the highest closeness centrality.

The recovery time of a failed node is assumed to follow
an exponential distribution with a mean repair time of 5. We
consider nodes to recover independently, meaning the recovery
of one node does not affect the recovery time of other nodes.

B. Survivability for No Strategy

In this set of experiments, we did not implement any re-
covery strategy: Upon node failures, no VNFs were migrated,
and node repairs were performed in random order.

We found that targeted attacks, which focused on nodes
with high betweenness centrality or closeness centrality, had
a more significant impact on network performance compared
to random failures. This effect was consistent across both
topologies.

We also observed that the two topologies were differently
impacted by the type of node failure. One topology was
particularly affected by attacks targeting nodes with high
closeness centrality, while the other was most affected by
attacks targeting nodes with high betweenness centrality.

Upon analyzing the causes of network service degradation,
we identified a primary factor that significantly influenced the
outcomes. The primary determinant was the failure of nodes
hosting VNFs. In all scenarios, irrespective of the type of node
failure or the topology configuration, the majority of flows
failed to meet their service requirements when nodes hosting
VNFs experienced failure.

Before discussing recovery strategies, we will describe the
plots in Fig. 4, showcasing network performance post-failure



(a) Random node failures -
Repair order: Betweenness

(b) Random node failures -
Repair order: Flow centrality

(c) Random node failures -
With re-optimization

(d) Random node failures -
Combined: Flow centrality repair

(e) Targeted node failures -
Repair order: Betweenness

(f) Targeted node failures -
Repair order: Flow centrality

(g) Targeted node failures -
With re-optimization

(h) Targeted node failures -
Combined: Flow centrality repair

Fig. 4: Survivability of network under different node failures and recovery strategies.

for the different strategies. The top row (Fig. 4a - 4d) shows
random failures; the bottom row (Fig. 4e - 4h) shows targeted
failures based on betweenness centrality. The x-axis denotes
elapsed time after failure, while the y-axis represents the
percentage of flows not meeting their requirements.

Each plot contains four lines. The blue line shows average
performance without a recovery strategy (random repair order).
The green dotted line represents the best-case recovery speed
for that failure type (best repair order). The red line indicates
the slowest recovery, while the purple line portrays the average
performance for the corresponding failure type when applying
a specific strategy.

C. Survivability for Specific Node Repair Orders

The survivability of the network, under the influence of
varying node repair orders as described previously, is depicted
in Fig. 4. Fig. 4a portrays the survivability curves correspond-
ing to random node failures, where the purple dashed line
highlights the performance improvements realized when nodes
are repaired in an order dictated by betweenness centrality.

On the other hand, Fig. 4e indicates the performance tra-
jectory for targeted failures when nodes are repaired based on
betweenness centrality, showcasing worse performance than
random repair order. The impact of repair order based on flow
centrality on network survivability is illustrated in Fig. 4b
and Fig. 4f. Across both random and targeted attacks, flow
centrality consistently improved performance.

D. Survivability with Re-optimization

For the second approach to enhancing network survivability,
we employed a dynamic strategy involving the migration of
VNFs in response to changes in network structure. These

changes encompassed both instances of node failures and node
repairs. The effectiveness of this strategy can be seen in Fig. 4c
and Fig. 4g. The purple curve in these plots, representing cases
of failure with immediate network re-optimization, shows a
clear trend of improved expected performance across both
failure types. This was the case for all failure types in both
topologies.

E. Survivability with Combined Strategy

Fig. 2d and 2h display the results of combining both strate-
gies: re-optimization upon network change and specifying the
repair order. This combined strategy resulted in improved
performance across most scenarios. When the repair order was
detrimental as an individual strategy (e.g., Fig. 4e), it also
under-performed when paired with re-optimization. When flow
centrality, which proved beneficial in all individual cases, was
used for repair order, the combined strategy further improved
performance in all scenarios.

Fig. 5 reveals an important case: In one of the topologies,
employing the combined strategy with closeness centrality for
node repair order performed worse than applying no strategy at
all (random repair order), even in the best case. Yet, it’s worth
noting that the combined strategy led to a reduced variance
in the estimated performance compared to not specifying the
repair order.

In one of the topologies, all implemented strategies, regard-
less of the node failure type, led to performance improvements,
with varying degrees of enhancement ranging from minor to
significant. For the second topology, the results displayed a
broad spectrum of performance, with some strategies enhanc-
ing survivability, while others escalated the impact of the
failure.



Tab. I: Performance of Various Strategies Compared to No-strategy Method

Strategy Failure Type Performance Comparison to No-strategy

Betweenness repair Random failures Improved -
Targeted failures Worse Close to worst case

Closeness repair Random failures Improved -
Targeted failures Worse Close to worst case

VNF repair Random failures Improved -
Targeted failures Improved Close to best case

Re-optimization Random failures Improved -
Targeted failures Improved Lower variance

Combined (Betweenness repair) Random failures Improved -
Targeted failures Improved Worse than re-optimization, but lower variance

Combined (Closeness repair) Random failures Improved -
Targeted failures Worse Even best case has worse performance

Combined (VNF repair) Random failures Improved -
Targeted failures Improved -

Tab. I provides a summarized overview of the performance
outcomes for each combination of strategy and node failure
type, as compared to the no-strategy method (i.e., random
repair order with no re-optimization). The comments column
provides additional details on the performance.

Fig. 5: Example of worse performance

VI. DISCUSSION

Several strategies have been investigated to enhance the
performance of NFV networks during and following network
failures, specifically (multiple concurrent) random node fail-
ures and targeted node (cyber) attacks. We evaluated the
efficacy of these strategies concerning the survivability of
the network flows, including prioritizing node repair order
based on different metrics (betweenness centrality, closeness
centrality, and flow centrality), re-optimizing the network after
failures and repairs, and combining these approaches. Our
results underscore the diverse outcomes achievable depending
on the selected strategy and the nature of network failures, of-
fering valuable insights for network operators and researchers
alike.

Our results are grounded in a quantified analysis of sur-
vivability, studying how network performance, in terms of
survivability, changes over time after a failure. This temporal
dimension of the analysis is key to comparing different recov-
ery strategies, as it allows us to measure how fast each strategy

can bring the network back to its normal functioning state. At
the same time, our study also facilitates the possibility of using
a spatial dimension within the same survivability quantification
framework. This alternative approach would depend on the
specific goals of the assessment. The spatial perspective would
let us compare recovery strategies by evaluating the amount of
network recovery they can achieve within a given time frame.
Given our findings, we believe such an approach would lead
to similar conclusions.

A. Summary of Findings

Our experiments yield several key conclusions. First, net-
work topology significantly influences the network’s resilience
to failures and the design of node repair strategies. This
insight may also be utilized by an attacker (sabotage or cyber
attack). Second, the proposed flow centrality is a more reliable
heuristic for determining the order of node repair than the
betweenness and closeness centrality measures for an NFV
network. We found that the primary cause of flows failing to
meet their requirements was the failure of nodes hosting these
VNFs. These nodes should be prioritized in network design
and repair strategies, and even considered to be taken into
account in VNF deployment. On the other hand, betweenness
and closeness yielded variable results, dependent on the failure
and attack type, and on the network topology. Third, re-
optimizing in response to structural changes in the network
consistently enhanced performance, irrespective of attack type
or network topology. Finally, as Fig. 5 demonstrates, there
can be instances where seemingly optimal strategies perform
worse than doing nothing, underlining the complex and highly
context-dependent nature of network survivability.

B. Practical Implications

This study presents novel perspectives on the survivability
of NFV networks under different node failure conditions,
which can be utilized to increase network survivability. While
previous research, such as the NFV-RA algorithm study [10],
has made strides towards survivability-focused solutions, our



work explores the impact of novel survivability enhancement
strategies on a delay-focused NFV-RA algorithm.

We discovered that nodes hosting VNFs play a pivotal
role in network performance, with their failure identified as
a primary cause of service degradation. These findings have
important practical implications for network design, repair
strategies, and VNF deployment. In particular, these nodes
should be prioritized for protection, given their critical role.
However, this also suggests a potential vulnerability: if at-
tackers gain insights into the topology of the network, they
can target these critical nodes to inflict maximum damage.
Therefore, the defense strategies for these nodes should be
designed with this risk in mind.

Our study underscores that no one-size-fits-all strategy
exists for survivability assurance, given the diverse outcomes
observed across different strategies and failure scenarios. In-
stead, it offers key insights that can inform more survivable
and adaptive network designs. We found that flow centrality
proved to be a more reliable heuristic for node repair order
determination, outperforming traditional metrics such as be-
tweenness and closeness centrality. Utilizing this insight can
enhance recovery strategy effectiveness.

One noteworthy insight concerns networks aiming to deliver
high-performance services. While prioritizing speed and delay
in NFV-RA algorithms, these networks may inadvertently
compromise their survivability as a trade-off. Our study offers
strategies to address this trade-off, emphasizing the value of
incorporating survivability assessments in the design and op-
eration of high-performance networks. This approach ensures
a survivable service delivery even in the face of undesired
events and failures.

C. Limitations and Directions for Future Work

Our study offers valuable insights into service degradation
caused in NFV networks during node outages and also outlines
potential future research directions. We effectively identified
patterns by examining various failure types and network
topologies. However, further analysis of attack types could
enhance the realism of future studies, an area we plan to
explore.

The knowledge an attacker possesses about the network
emerged as an important aspect of our study. With information
on network topology, attackers can infer strategies using
betweenness and closeness centrality. However, knowing how
the topology is considered in NFV-RA allows an attacker
to exploit flow centrality, causing further network damage.
Investigating this security vulnerability could inform a more
resilient NFV network design.

Regarding the re-optimization strategy, our study acknowl-
edged its benefits but overlooked practical VNF migration con-
siderations. As VNF migration involves costs, incorporating
these into future studies can improve their realism. Combining
existing research on seamless VNF migration with our findings
could yield beneficial insights into managing NFV networks
under various failure scenarios.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The investigations in this paper demonstrate the importance
of network topology, flow assignments, and VNF deploy-
ments on network survivability after both random and targeted
failures. The effect of node failures on survivability varied
significantly across the two topologies considered. The impact
of a failure and the efficiency of a recovery strategy is
(significantly) dependent on the network’s specific structural
characteristics. The results also show potential benefits of net-
work re-optimization and repair order strategies, particularly
those that leverage an NFV network specific flow centrality
metric. While all strategies led to performance improvements
for one topology, the results for the other topology were more
variable. Some strategies led to minor or significant enhance-
ments, but others appeared to even amplify the performance
decline following a failure, performing even worse than a
scenario with no defined strategy (i.e., random priority for
node repair). These findings highlight the need for careful
selection of repair and recovery strategies, emphasizing that
a sub-optimal strategy could inadvertently decrease network
resilience rather than improve it. Future research should focus
on developing more sophisticated and context-aware repair and
recovery strategies to optimize network survivability in NFV
environments.
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Abstract—In the increasingly interconnected world of future
mobile networks (5G and beyond), critical infrastructures (CIs)
face a growing demand for increased security. At the same time,
these networks offer numerous opportunities for improving such
infrastructures through technologies such as network slicing. The
extreme performance guarantees provided by 5G and beyond
networks enable improvements such as increased automation in
transportation, smart energy grids, and ultra-reliable emergency
networks. Network slicing is viewed as a key enabling technology
in these networks, enabling efficient, secure, and reliable connec-
tivity for multiple verticals on a single network. This survey aims
to identify the service requirements of critical infrastructures and
explore how network slicing can fulfill these requirements. It will
then examine the state of the art for the underlying technologies,
before examining real-world use cases and identifying remaining
challenges and future research directions.

Index Terms—5G, network slicing, critical infrastructure, crit-
ical services, URLLC

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing demands of critical infrastructures (CIs)
have led to the need for more diverse and specialized com-
munication systems. In the past, dedicated infrastructure has
been used to meet these demands, but these systems can
be expensive, slow to deploy, and complex to manage as
the network expands. To address these issues, 3GPP defined
the 5G standard with a focus on dividing different market
segments, including one with specifically strict requirements
for latency and availability, called Ultra Reliable Low Latency
Communication (URRLC) [3].

The implementation of network slicing has been identified
as a key enabling technology in the pursuit of improving the
security and reliability of critical infrastructures in future mo-
bile networks, such as 5G and beyond. Network slicing allows
for the creation of virtual networks, referred to as ”network
slices,” on top of existing physical networks. These network
slices can be tailored to meet the specific requirements of
various tenants, including those with demands for high levels
of latency, reliability, and the ability to handle large volumes of
incoming traffic. This virtualization of network infrastructure
enables multiple tenants to optimize their connectivity needs
without incurring the cost and maintenance of owning their
own physical infrastructure.

In the context of CIs, the introduction of network slic-
ing allows for the specification of highly specific network
requirements without compromising the demands of other
infrastructures. Prior to the adoption of network slicing, it was
often necessary to make trade-offs in the performance of one

sector in order to meet the security requirements of another.
With slicing, each sector is able to customize a dedicated
network slice to meet its own unique needs. Additionally, the
logical isolation and separation provided by network slicing
enables CIs to maintain strict security requirements even when
sharing physical infrastructure with less secure networks.

The use of network slicing in CIs has the potential to
significantly enhance service functions in sectors such as
transportation, healthcare, and energy grids. The highly cus-
tomizable and automated nature of network slices, which offer
performance guarantees, enable advancements in areas such as
automated transportation, remote healthcare services, and real-
time coordination between machines and control systems in
industrial settings. Network slicing offers a promising solution
for optimizing the connectivity and performance of CIs in the
interconnected world of future mobile networks.

The purpose of this literature survey is to explore the use of
network slicing in critical infrastructures (CIs) as outlined in
the 3GPP’s 5G specification [3]. The survey aims to identify
the motivations for implementing network slicing in CIs, with
a focus on the specific service requirements of these infrastruc-
tures in the context of communication systems, and to examine
how network slicing concepts can be utilized to meet these
requirements. It will also provide a comprehensive overview
of the current state of the technology and examine real-world
use cases in which network slicing has been applied, with a
particular emphasis on its application in CIs. Additionally, the
survey will address future challenges and identify potential
areas for further research in this field.

II. METHODOLOGY

This literature review aims to provide a comprehensive
overview of the application of network slicing in critical
infrastructures (CIs), including its motivations, proposed use
cases, real-world examples, and future challenges. To identify
relevant literature, advanced searches were conducted on IEEE
Xplore, ScienceDirect, and Google Scholar using the keywords
”network slicing” and ”(critical infrastructures OR critical
services OR URLLC)”. The search was limited to articles
published from 2016 to the present, when 3GPP began work on
the first release defining 5G networks. To ensure the thorough-
ness of the findings, the search was also extended to include
related concepts such as ”slicing AND scalability”, ”slice
isolation AND critical infrastructure”, ”SDN”, and ”NFV”.
The resulting articles were carefully evaluated and curated to
select the most relevant papers for inclusion in the review.
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To guide the review, a set of research questions is formu-
lated:

• What are the service requirements for critical infrastruc-
tures?

• How can network slicing be used to fulfill these require-
ments?

• What technological capabilities are needed to deploy
these network slicing functionalities?

• How is network slicing used for critical infrastructures
today?

• What are the remaining challenges to be solved in the
realm of network slicing for critical infrastructures?

III. CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE REQUIREMENTS

In this section, we will analyze the demands and threats
facing critical infrastructures (CIs) in an interconnected world
and explore how network slicing can enable the fulfillment of
these demands while mitigating potential threats and vulnera-
bilities. While we will provide an overview of the concept of
network slicing and its relevance to CIs, the specifics of the
various concepts, current use cases, and challenges associated
with the implementation of network slicing will be addressed
in Section IV. The focus of this section will be on linking
the broad concept of network slicing with the specific demands
and requirements of CIs.

A. Requirements and challenges

1) Interconnected world: In today’s interconnected world,
few infrastructures are completely disconnected from the in-
ternet [24]. This trend is expected to continue in the future
[6], which means that the number of attack surfaces on CIs
is likely to increase. As CIs increasingly incorporate data
systems [10], they must be viewed as cyber-physical systems
in order to be resilient in the face of cyber threats. To
address these challenges, it is necessary for nations to work
together to secure CIs, as the compromise of a single country’s
CIs can have far-reaching consequences. In 2018, the 5G
specifications introduced ultra-reliable low-latency communi-
cation (URLLC) as a distinct market segment, setting strict
performance standards [3]. These specifications represent an
important step in ensuring the security of CIs within individual
countries, as well as promoting harmonization of security
requirements across borders.

The RESISTO project [14], funded by the European Union
(EU), is an example of an initiative addressing the issue of
increased attack surfaces on telecommunications for CIs. The
project aims to develop innovative, comprehensive solutions to
enhance the resilience of communication networks in the face
of emerging security challenges posed by the rapid deployment
and increased utilization of 5G networks, both in critical
and non-critical infrastructures. The project emphasizes the
need for holistic, scalable, and flexible approaches in order to
effectively address the security threats that will arise.

2) Interdependence: Critical infrastructures (CIs) are inter-
connected and rely on each other for proper functioning. In
the realm of telecommunications, these dependencies extend
beyond geography and physical connections to also include

logical and cyber connections. For instance, a disruption in
the electricity sector could have a cascading effect on the
efficiency of the banking system, highlighting the importance
of extremely high resilience in these systems. To be utilized
as a communication network for these services, 5G networks
must operate at very high levels of resilience to prevent such
cascading effects [9].

3) Isolation: Service isolation is a critical issue in tradi-
tional communication networks, as the compromise of one
service can potentially affect others that are sharing the same
communication channels. This is particularly problematic
when different services have diverse security and performance
requirements, such as when a banking service prioritizes
security over speed. Ensuring that unrelated services and
operators are not affected by the compromise of each other is
essential for the smooth operation of these networks. This is
especially important in the context of CIs, where the disruption
of one service can have cascading effects on others. For
instance, it would not be desirable for the functioning of
a surgical operation to be impaired due to a nearby sports
stadium consuming all available network traffic. Ensuring
service isolation is therefore critical for the proper operation
of CIs.

4) Scaling: Another challenge faced by CIs in communica-
tion networks is the ability to adapt to fluctuating demand. As
the demand for various infrastructures, both critical and non-
critical, can vary, so too does the load on their communication
networks. Traditional approaches to meeting these varying
demands involve the deployment of separate infrastructure by
each vertical, as described in Bektas et al. [8]. However, this
is problematic due to long roll-out times and the high cost
of dedicated hardware. Communication networks in CIs must
maintain high levels of availability and reliability, even in the
face of changing demand. This is one of the reasons why the
deployment of ”automation solutions of the future” such as
self-driving cars has been slower than expected. These systems
must consistently operate at a reasonable level, regardless of
fluctuating network load. Using traditional methods, it is not
feasible to achieve the necessary level of flexibility.

B. Advantages of network slicing for critical infrastructures

One of the key features that allow 5G networks to meet their
performance guarantees is network slicing, which enables the
division of physical networks into smaller, logically separated
networks. This is a departure from traditional approaches,
which often required the deployment of dedicated hardware
to meet specific requirements.

According to 3GPP’s earliest 5G release [3], network slices
can be either predefined or defined by an operator. The three
predefined slices are:

1) Enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) slice for high data
rates in large areas.

2) URLLC slice for mission critical communication.
3) Mobile Internet of Things (mIoT) slice for IoT devices

such as sensors.
Although there is some overlap in the requirements for

these slices, they have distinct performance characteristics.
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The URLLC slice has much higher requirements for latency
and reliability, while the mIoT slice must support a large
number of smaller devices transmitting control information.
All three slices are important for the proper functioning of
the 5G network, but the latter two are particularly critical for
the operation of CIs. In most cases, slices operating CI will
need higher grades of isolation, whether it is incorporated
with an URLLC slice or an mIoT slice. This is due to the
stringent requirements for service isolation and availability that
CIs must adhere to, owing to the vital societal functions they
deliver.

As an example of the potential benefits of network slicing,
Kurtz et al. [21] discusses the use of communication in driving
automation. Using traditional networks, the communication
required for tasks such as tracking vehicle location, speed,
and direction would not be fast or reliable enough, potentially
leading to catastrophic accidents. However, the work also
shows that if the specifications for URLLC slices are met,
the data could be used to improve real-time road analysis,
optimize traffic flow, or even increase vehicle automation.
All of these improvements are possible while also including
slices for passenger entertainment (eMBB) and smart metering
(mIoT), as long as proper slice prioritization is followed to
ensure hard service guarantees for the most critical slices. Such
technological advancements could help reduce the number of
fatal accidents on the roads.

Network slicing also has the potential to address the issue
of service isolation in communication networks, as it allows
for the creation of completely isolated slices within a single
network. This can prevent the interference of one slice from
affecting the operation of others, as described in Gonzalez
et al. [17]. While there are challenges to be addressed in the
implementation of this concept, discussed further in IV, the
ability to achieve successful slice isolation is a major step to
meeting the stringent security requirements of CIs.

One of the key advantages of 5G network slicing is its
ability to quickly scale and dynamically adapt to changes in
the network, as noted in Foukas et al. [15], Li et al. [23],
and Zhang [34]. By providing a shared physical infrastructure
with a virtual layer on top that can be dynamically updated
in an automated manner, network slicing can replace the
need for multiple dedicated networks. This programmable
and adaptable nature is crucial for ensuring the continuous
operation of critical infrastructures (CIs), even in the event of
compromise or failure.

In summary, the demands and threats faced by critical in-
frastructures (CIs) in an interconnected world pose significant
challenges for communication networks. The interdependence
of CIs and the increasing number of attack surfaces due to
increased connectivity, as well as the need for high resilience
and performance, highlight the importance of ensuring the
security and reliability of these networks. Network slicing
offers a promising solution to these challenges, enabling the
creation of separate, independent slices within a single network
and providing a programmable, adaptable infrastructure that
can meet the varying demands and requirements of CIs. While
there are challenges to be addressed in the implementation of
this concept, the ability to achieve the stringent security and

performance requirements of CIs through successful network
slicing is a major advantage.

IV. STATE OF THE ART NETWORK SLICING

In the preceding section, we examined the various require-
ments and threats faced by critical infrastructures (CIs) and
discussed how the concepts of network slicing can help address
these challenges. In this section, we delve into the technical
aspects and state of the art of these concepts, examining the
current state of technological advancement and identifying
remaining challenges. We also consider real-world examples
and proof-of-concepts to provide a practical context for our
analysis.

A. Programmable networks

In section III, we highlighted the interdependence of dif-
ferent infrastructures as a potential risk to the continuous
operation of critical services, and mentioned the programmable
nature of 5G networks as a potential solution to mitigate these
risks. The enabling technologies that make this capability pos-
sible are Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and Software
Defined Networking (SDN) [25, 30, 33].

NFV involves the virtualization of traditional network func-
tions such as firewalls and routers, which were previously
implemented on specialized hardware. With NFV, network
functions are implemented as software running on generalized
hardware, known as Virtual Network Functions (VNFs). These
VNFs are flexible and can be run autonomously from any lo-
cation. In 2012, the European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI) released a standard for NFVs, which has been
further developed through hundreds of publications [2]. VNFs
serve as basic building blocks for creating network slices by
combining them in a service function chain. Such a chain is
programmable and can be changed and dynamically allocated
throughout the network by leveraging Software Defined Net-
working (SDN).

SDN is a new approach to networking that separates the
data plane and the control plane [7]. The data plane is
responsible for physically forwarding traffic, while the control
plane determines how traffic is routed. In SDN, the control
plane centralizes routing decisions and has a global view of
the entire network, making it easier to identify and respond to
changing demands and loads. By combining SDN with NFV,
it is possible to route traffic through a network in specific
ways to meet varying requirements for bandwidth, end-to-end
latency, security, and other factors.

The benefits of NFV and SDN for critical infrastructure
can be significant. The programmable nature of 5G networks
enabled by NFV and SDN allows for greater flexibility and
adaptability in responding to changing demands and risks. This
can help to ensure the continuous operation of critical services,
even in the face of disruptions to other infrastructures.

Additionally, NFV and SDN can allow for more efficient use
of resources and cost savings, as they allow for the dynamic
allocation of network resources and the ability to scale up or
down as needed. This can be especially important for critical
infrastructure, where the cost of downtime can be high.
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Fig. 1. Example of E2E slice implementation

In Kurtz et al. [21], a novel solution that builds on ETSI’s
NFV standard and provides network slicing functionality was
proposed. The solution was evaluated on a small testbed
and validated through physical testing with real-world data
from a CI communication scenario. The study demonstrated
scalability and provided evidence that network guarantees can
be upheld even in the event of partial network overload. As
such, it is important to continue building on and improving
these types of solutions, evaluating and validating them using
real-world data for CIs before deployment in actual networks.

Furthermore, the ability to program and customize network
slices for specific needs can improve the security and reliabil-
ity of critical infrastructure by allowing for the implementation
of more tailored security measures and the creation of redun-
dant systems. As an example, in the field of disaster recovery,
traditional methods for establishing emergency networks can
be slow. By utilizing SDN and NFV, network traffic can
be quickly rerouted or even allocated a dedicated slice for
communication. Research presented in Gajić, Furdek, and
Heegaard [16] has explored the use of network modeling after
an undesired event in order to potentially cover blind spots
and identify the need for redundancy in networks.

Overall, the use of NFV and SDN in 5G networks provides
numerous benefits for critical infrastructure, helping to ensure
the continuous operation of critical services and improving the
efficiency, cost-effectiveness, and security of these systems.

B. Slice isolation
In the literature, there is a range of approaches to addressing

slice isolation in 5G networks. These approaches range from
considering only the isolation of the Radio Access Network
(RAN), to a holistic approach that takes into account the
entire end-to-end (E2E) architecture of the network, to simply
considering slice isolation as a concept [17]. It is crucial to
address slice isolation at the E2E level in order to ensure the
proper functioning of CIs. According to 3GPP [4], the E2E ar-
chitecture of a 5G network consists of the RAN, Core Network
(CN), and Transport Network (TN). The RAN is the wireless
component responsible for communication with devices such
as mobile phones, while the CN is responsible for routing
data across the network. The transport network includes all
data transmission components, such as cables, switches, and
routers. A simplified example of a slice implementation is
illustrated in Figure 1. In order to effectively manage slice
isolation, a comprehensive approach that considers the entire
E2E architecture is necessary.

According to Elayoubi et al. [13], there is a trade-off
between resource sharing efficiency and slice isolation when

it comes to addressing slice isolation in the Radio Access
Network (RAN) of 5G networks. A completely stand-alone
RAN slice with its own spectrum and infrastructure would
have a high grade of isolation, but also require dedicated
infrastructure. On the other hand, if the RAN is completely
unaware of slices and slice isolation is only handled by the
CN, there is more flexibility in terms of resource sharing, but
a lower grade of slice isolation. This latter approach may not
be suitable for CIs, which have higher requirements for not
being affected by events in other slices.

In Sattar and Matrawy [28], a combination of mathematical
modeling and simulation was used to test various levels of
slice isolation in the context of a distributed denial of service
(DDoS) attack on the 5G core network. The study found that
architectures with a high level of slice isolation performed
significantly better than a non-isolated slicing architecture in
terms of mitigating the effects of the attack. However, the
study also noted that complete inter-slice isolation can reduce
efficiency in resource utilization. This trade-off is particularly
relevant for critical infrastructures, which must protect against
the effects of attacks while also efficiently utilizing resources.
The study highlighted challenges with large-scale 5G testing
capabilities, noting that the experiments were currently too
small to be certain.

Contreras and Ordonez-Lucena [11] surveys methods for
providing slice isolation in the transport network of 5G
networks. The study evaluates four different approaches and
discusses the advantages and disadvantages of each, stating
that the requirements of the slice customer should be taken
into consideration when deciding on an approach. The study
also notes that providing indicators for different slicing ap-
proaches can give the slice user more flexibility and facilitate
compliance with Service Level Agreements (SLAs).

Artificial intelligence (AI) has also been explored as a
means of optimizing slice isolation in 5G networks. Vittal
and A [32] presents a novel solution for self-optimizing slices
based on demands, which utilizes deep learning-based Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) methods to adapt to varying
demands on the network. The framework has demonstrated
improvements of up to 35% in serving users with uninter-
rupted connectivity for ultra-reliable low-latency communica-
tion (URLLC) traffic compared to standard slice deployment
strategies. Self-learning and flexible optimization techniques
such as these could prove particularly useful for critical
infrastructures.

C. Bridging the gap: 5G, AI and Blockchain

Network slicing is considered a revolutionary technology in
the domain of mobile networks. Similarly, AI and blockchain
technology have been recognized as disruptive technologies
in recent years. These fields provide novel and innovative
techniques and strategies, and recent research has started to
investigate the intersection of these technologies to address
the challenges in network slicing.

In a recent survey, Ssengonzi, Kogeda, and Olwal [31]
further addresses the topic of deep reinforcement learning in
5G and beyond networks, with a focus on the application of
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deep learning in 5G network slicing. The study aims to bridge
the gap between these two areas and examine relevant research
problems and directions for future research, many of which
are relevant to CIs. The survey highlights the increasing com-
plexity introduced by high data rates and diverse network use
cases, which can make the task of managing and monitoring
data fall under the category of NP-hard problems in the context
of optimizing multiple parameters [22]. As such, the potential
role of AI techniques in addressing these issues is emphasized,
and may even be necessary to meet the requirements of 5G
networks and CIs.

Singh et al. [29] propose a framework for improving spec-
trum sharing efficiency in the radio access network using a
combination of blockchain and reinforcement learning. The
study emphasizes the dynamic and transparent nature of the
framework and uses OMNET++ simulations to demonstrate its
potential for energy efficiency and improved transmission suc-
cess rate. While the work lacks detail on the implementation
of blockchain, using emerging technologies to address known
problems is an innovative approach that may hold promise for
further research.

In Hu et al. [19], blockchain is used to eliminate the need for
trust in a multi-tenant slicing architecture. The authors suggest
that blockchain can be used for fairness and machine learning-
accelerated optimization to address resource allocation prob-
lems, resulting in a more decentralized system that may reduce
attack vectors from centralized management units.

Similarly, in a study by Dai et al. [12], blockchain is
proposed as a promising technology for secure and decen-
tralized resource sharing environments, with AI (specifically,
deep reinforcement learning) used to enhance effectiveness.
The authors discuss the different types of blockchains (public,
private, and consortium) and their potential applications in
mobile network architectures. They propose a blockchain and
AI-based scheme for wireless networks, based on visions for
sixth-generation networks (6G) presented at the Mobile World
Congress Americas (MWCA), and validate the framework
numerically, demonstrating high system utility.

While the focus on incorporating AI and blockchain in
mobile networks is primarily aimed at future generations
(6G), the literature suggests that there are benefits to using
these technologies. They can create a more distributed and
secure network through encryption in blockchain and enhance
resource utilization, efficiency, and flexibility through AI. If
these early results hold, future mobile networks may be well-
suited to meet the requirements of CIs.

V. CASE STUDIES

In this section, we will examine various cases in which 5G
slicing is used in the context of CIs. Given the critical nature
of CIs, it is not feasible to test and validate solutions from
different verticals in real-world deployments. As such, there
is a need for methods to trial such solutions in a controlled
environment.

A. RESPOND-A
The RESPOND-A project [27], funded by the EU, aims

to provide modern network capabilities to first responders at

emergency sites. The project focuses on user-friendly solutions
using 5G technology, augmented reality, autonomous robots,
and coordinated unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). In a recent
evaluation of the RESPOND-A platform [20], the methods
used within the RESPOND-A platform were examined within
the context of 5G network slicing. The evaluation presents
RESPOND-A as a portable communication platform for first
responders that utilizes network slicing to meet the needs
and requirements of various emergency units. Furthermore,
it mapped the different emergency unit’s requirements onto
different types of network slices. For example, a URLLC slice
is required for UAV control, while an mMTC slice is necessary
for sensor deployment. The prototype platform was tested on
a real testbed to determine optimal performance, and holds
promising potential for creating easily accessible applications
for first responders in emergencies.

B. 5G PPP, 5Growth and 5G-VINNI
1) 5G PPP: The 5G Infrastructure Public Private Partner-

ship (5G PPP) [26] is a collaboration between the European
Union and European industry that was launched in 2018 to
develop and innovate future mobile network infrastructures.
The project aims to enable Europe to compete in the global
technology market by dealing with the biggest challenges of
5G infrastructure.

2) 5Growth: The 5Growth project [5], which is funded by
over C14 million from the EU’s Horizon 2020 Research and
Innovation Programme, is a part of the 5G PPP infrastructure.
Its vision is centered on empowering vertical industries to
leverage their 5G-enabled technologies, by collaborating with
telecommunications industries to create large-scale 5G testing
infrastructures.

3) 5G-VINNI: The 5G Verticals Innovation Infrastructure
(5G-VINNI) [1] is one of the platforms under the 5Growth
umbrella. It provides a comprehensive end-to-end 5G facility
that allows vertical industries to test and develop their use
cases on a realistic 5G infrastructure. The 5G-VINNI facility
consists of eight interconnected sites across Europe and has
validated over 30 different vertical use cases.

In a study conducted by the Norwegian defense and Telenor
[18], the use of 5G network slicing to meet the demanding
service requirements of the military was explored. These
requirements included a high degree of isolation, the removal
of attack vectors, end-to-end encryption, 99.999% availabil-
ity, prioritized Quality of Service (QoS), assured throughput,
and in some cases, ultra-reliable low-latency communication
(URLLC). The slice implementation to meet these require-
ments was carried out using two slices: one military slice based
on the URLLC slice type and one commercial slice based
on the mMTC and eMBB slice types. To ensure complete
isolation for the military slice VNFs had to be dedicated, while
some VNFs could be shared for the commercial slice. The
use of a large-scale facility like 5G-VINNI made it possible
to conduct these kinds of trials, which would have otherwise
been extremely challenging for an infrastructure such as the
military.

The services provided by 5G-VINNI make it easier to
develop and validate 5G-enabled technologies, lowering the
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barriers to entry and promoting technological progress. This
is especially important for CIs, which have a critical nature and
cannot afford errors in real-world use. Testing slices dedicated
to CIs in these kinds of testing sites help to optimize the
technology and mitigate potential vulnerabilities.

Projects such as 5G-VINNI demonstrate the value of pre-
competition collaboration between tenants in the advancement
of 5G technologies. This type of collaboration, which allows
for innovation and experimentation across industries, has the
potential to accelerate technological progress and ultimately
contribute to the development of a more robust critical infras-
tructure.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In summary, the increased connectivity afforded by 5G
and beyond network technologies has introduced a range of
new requirements and threats, but also opportunities in CIs.
These threats are largely due to the interconnectedness and
interdependence of CIs, which creates a larger attack surface
when all components are connected to the internet. Addition-
ally, CIs have stringent requirements for service isolation and
availability, which needs extra consideration in the face of high
network loads or fluctuating network demands.

Subsequently, we examined the role of network slicing
in addressing the challenges and realizing the opportunities
presented by the incorporation of 5G and beyond technologies
in CIs. Through the use of softwarization and virtualization,
network slicing enables dynamic reconfiguration of network
structures to accommodate changes in demand and require-
ments. Additionally, the ability to create slices with diverse
specifications, including complete isolation from one another,
is crucial for the operation of CIs, as it ensures the integrity
and robustness of the network by preventing interference from
other sectors.

Furthermore, we analyzed the state of the art for the
underlying technologies of network slicing, namely SDN and
NFV, which enable the creation of highly flexible networks.
These technologies facilitate the development of customized
slices for various verticals, allowing for the optimization of
network resources to meet specific requirements. However,
we also addressed the difficulties in achieving slice isolation,
particularly in situations where trade-offs for resource sharing
efficiency may not be desirable. Various approaches have
been proposed to address this optimization issue, including
the development of novel algorithms and the use of artificial
intelligence frameworks.

Additionally, we examined several studies that utilize
emerging technologies, including blockchain and artificial
intelligence techniques, to address the challenges in network
slicing. While these approaches have shown promise and
the literature suggests that they hold significant potential, it
appears that they are primarily being researched for future
generations of mobile networks such as 6G and beyond.
Nonetheless, the incorporation of these technologies into net-
work slicing for CIs warrants further investigation due to their
potential to enhance the transparency, security, and efficiency
of the network.

Finally, we examined various case studies that utilized
network slicing in their solutions, with a particular focus on
its application in critical infrastructures. RESPOND-A demon-
strated promising progress in the development of an easy-to-
use platform for first responders in emergencies, though it is
currently in the pilot stage. We also examined the 5G PPP
and 5G-VINNI initiatives, which are heavily funded by the
European Union and have established large-scale trial facilities
for 5G networks across Europe. Their work has proven to
be valuable for trialing and validating 5G use cases for over
30 different verticals, and will likely be instrumental in the
innovation, testing, and validation of new solutions for CIs.

A. Future research

There are several areas in which further research is nec-
essary to fully realize the potential of network slicing in
meeting the requirements of CIs. These include improving
resource allocation efficiency with trade-offs, ensuring proper
slice isolation, and enabling the dynamic reconfiguration of
networks in changing environments. While the use of slicing-
based networks for the most critical infrastructures may not
yet be advisable due to the complexity of the attack and
failure surface, the technology is mature enough to support
the development of novel solutions for improving smaller
but still critical services. One example of such a solution
is RESPOND-A for emergency responders. These efforts can
be pursued concurrently with ongoing research thanks to the
modularity provided by SDN and NFV. Ultimately, the ad-
vancement of network slicing in CIs will require a combination
of technological innovation and careful consideration of the
unique requirements and challenges of these environments.
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